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TRilST TERRITORY OF TIlE PACIFIC ISLANDS
Uarshalls District
Serial: AD-779
April 15, 1955
Mr. DelIilaS H. lJucker
Deputy HiZh COLmUBsioner
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
Guam, H. I.
Through: District Administrator, Harshall Is:.ands District
Dear Mr. Nucker:
A special field study was made on ujilall Atoll, the present
location of the displaced Enewetak inhabitant.. The period fran 2/17/55 to
3/29/55 inclusive, a total of 42 days >las spen~ on the atoll.
The District Anthropologist was accorr.panied, as he had requested,
by the Assistant Agriculturist, Lr. Izild.el Laukon.
Purpose of the Field Study
A. Anthropologist
1. To obtain all of the facts of the situation which nc»!
exists on Ujilall >lith particular reference to the local economy
and the >lay in .lhich the Ujilall people are meeting the demands
of life and adjufiJting to their ne'W home.
2. To ascertain the basic needs of the ujilall people, both
those ~oiced by them and those observed by the >lriter.
3. To fonnulate recommendations based on the above infor-
mation and to BUbmit both the recam~endations and the facts,
background infomation and analyses upon mich these recommenda-
tions arc based, to the responsible authorities in order that
ap~)ropriate action may be ta!cen.
B. Assistant Agriculturist
1. To make a complete ar;ricultural survey of the atoll.
2. To shan the local ?eople how to select the best palm
trees for seed nuts.
3. To demonstrate and explain the new and improved methods
of coconut planting and maintenance of the groves.
.
. .
('
4. To demonstrate a..,d eJ...1'lain the techniques of a coconut
seedling nursery..
5. To meet liitr. the atoll Je aders and people to discuss
improved methods ·of agriculture$ including soil conservation;
llith particular emphasis on coconut culture.
6. To ascertain the agricultural needs of the UjUal\
people and to make recommendations for the improvement of the
agricul.tural situation.
Work Accomplished
A. Anthropologist
1. Every island of agricultural importance in the atoll uas
inspected by the t,·,o-man Field Party and details of each situation
duly noted~ The Anthropologist and the Assistant Agriculturist
made separate observations which will be £ound in some detail in
the individual reports.
2. The dail:- round of activities was observed as closely
as possible and l!E?:E :loted slona; 'uith ?ertinent background
mterial$ in a jot:.r:'21 coveri.'"13 tlle entire period of the field
study.
It was believed tha'" t<u.s technique of presentation
would give the acbninistrativ-e officials concerned$ a broader and
clearer picture of the total situation on Ujilall,
Included in the journal are reports· of personal inter-
viellrs and discussions in \lhich o~:l1nions and felt needs are voiced
by different individuals, as nell as analyses and recommendations
by the writer concerning vario~ aspects of the situation, as
the~l appeared in the course of the study. These items have been
left in context for a more meaningful presentation and to furnish
the detailed bacl-.grDWld for the recanmendations which are
summarized in the cOYering letter.
A canparattve picture of the problems faced by two dis-
placed ;iarshallese groups and how they are coping with these
problems may be obtained by a review of the writer's two field
studies of the ex-Bikini people on Kili Island. (The Bi1:Lni
People, Past and Present$ m:imeo.$ October 1953, and Kill Journal,
Lrl.rileo., sept. 21, 1954, l:here the sal.le r,lethod of presentation
lias enplo~'ed, partially in ti!e fOr;',lBr paper and entirely in the
latter.)
B. Assistant Agriculturist
The Assistant Arriculturist 'acco~lplished all of the items on
his agenda. Details of his llor).: !'Ila~r be found in l".is separate'
report.
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The writer was greatly impressed by the way this young
11arshallese plarmed and executed his worth-while program. The
l'Jriter rJas able to assist hiu by .introducing him into the strange
community; ~rranging transportation for the survey and sponsoring
him in general. Ha-lever, Mr. Laukon handled everything else by
hLllself and quickly fitted into the community, winning the respect
and friendship of everyone.
The two "iroij"~'agistrates, the Protestant 1l1ssionary, the
local pastor and everyone else gave him their complete and \U1-
reserved cooperation and support once the program got under way.
They all app' ared to be 'lery much interes'ced in his program. He
had a llorthwhile program to IIsell" them sanething in which they
are all interested~ namely how to increase their food and cash
crop S"t.lpply, and he knew how to put that program across.
Recorillnendations R€;;?rdin~ lIre Laukon
This, highly intelligent, a:.:bitious and hard worldng young man
is a valuable asset to t..'1e Di... ::'rict organization and should be
afforded every opportunity to i:ulP,rov-e hi.."i1self educationa1J3 in his
chosen field, agriculture, ~mich is the basic econo~ of the
lIarshall Islands.
The linter has seen this young T:lan in action in the field,
has observed and heard the highly favorable reactions of the Ujilaft
COli'.munity concerning hi5 ";"i{J:J."!'C, has listened to his -ideas and plans,
and consequently firmly o,Jlieves and strongly recommends that
Izikiel Laukon be "laced in complete charge of agricultural develop-
merit on"""U3ilat\ Ato].l and sent there as soon as he ~s ready to .
"'commence the run program.
Mr. Laukon, in the opinion of the writer is the only person
available who is qualified to handle this necessary project. He
and his tentative program have been accepted by the Ujila" commun-
ity and he is eager ·to tackle the prOBlem
The Basic Problems on Ujila" Today
The basic problems on Ujlla" today are those involved in ""'ldng
an adequate living.
In essence, the natural resources of the atoll do not now provide
a satisfactolJ' standard of living, do not provide an adequate supply of foed.
The cash income frao copra produced is not sufficient to punchase the
stcrable and necessary sta"ple items of diet, nor the other necessities or
life which cannot be produced locally.
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This unsstisfactoI"'J situation cou:,led with the inadequate 10gistic
INPPOrt has made it difficu1t for the dis):.oced Enowetak peop1e to achieve
a reasonabl¥ satisfactory st8!'dard of living and has prevented a canp1etel¥
satisfactory adjustment to Ujilal\ Atoll.
These are the onl¥ significant probJ.ems and may be easil¥ s01ved,
as will be delineated 1ater.
The Present Econonv and the EocD-1 c needs
Tile 1oca1 eoonaQ' is at little !.lore than the subaistance 1eve1
and is basica1l¥ and overwhelming1;y an agrieu1tura1 eeonany.
The principa1 source of vegetab1e food as well as the~ source
of cash incane, is the coconut palJn which also funtishes ruel., 011, rope,
buil.d1ng materials, weaving materials and other useful and necessary items.
'~his il1d1spensable tree produces a crop of nuts all year round.
The other sources of subsistence of the land area are :the bread-
.::"lit tree, the pandsnus tree, aI'rOtlroot and negligible amounts of bananas,
?~payas and squash.
A1thour;h a fair amount of breadfruit and pandanus trees are found
on the atoll on],:' the 01der trees, mostly dating fran the German and Japanese
regimes produce food. The majority of the trees will require fran a minimum
of three to a max:1Jn.mn of six years" c:~t)end.inti of course upon the present
age and type of tree, before t.r.ey"L.L re&e;, the productive stage. (see
Assistant Agricu1turist's rep,·::t for ","et data.)
The loca1 agricu1ture is of the "non-intensive" type in that tho
painstaldn~, re(:.ular and intensive labor such as is necessary in the culti-
vation of most garden crops (taro, yams, tapioca, etc.) is not required.
The principa1 agricu1tural activities consist of clearing brush fran around
the trees am gathering the fallen coconuts" and other fndt in season.
Gathering of coconuts snd making copra from the ripe, fallen nuts goes on
continuously, of course.
The young trees are mu1ched and fenced or walled in to protect
them from the depredations of' the swine, most of which are allowed to roam
at will.
Copra Production Figures
Fisca1 1952 (julJr 1951 - June 1952):
Tons (Short)- 85 Purchase Price - :;7,8.31.67
110 Ujilall productions figures for Fisca1 195.3
Fisca1 1954 (JulJr 195.3 - June 1954)
Tons (Short) - 46.5 Purchase Price - ~,.364.5.3
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Picked up on Harch 27, 1955:
Tons (Short) - 27.8 Purchase Price - ,_,2,503.45
Livestock Count (Taken by the Assistant Ag"'-culturist)
No. of Pigs: No. of local chickens: No. of :imported Hamshire chickens:
Males
Females
Total
Ducks:
- 33
- 59
-""W
Hens
Roosters
Total
Hens
Roosters
Total
- 20
- 1
-"""2I
. i~nales - 5
Males .- 1
~otals -0
The people appear to have been taking good care of their livestock
:::~\'1 practice conservation measures in an effort to increase the nwn".:~rs of
tall;:; livestock.
,
~qe Possibility Of Increasing the Economic Yield:
Agricultural
Copra produotion coU:1 Oe increased considerably with improved
methods of aWicu1tr,.:re ane: roJg"ular and reliable logistic support
to provide access t,;) the merlcet.
Strictly food orop production may also be increased by
u~portation of maqy varieties of seedlings of the staple crops
of pandanus and breadfruit.
Additional agricultural tools are needed to caI'ry on such
a program of agricultural improvement successfully.
l:Iarine Resources
The marine resources of the lagoon and ocean are exploited
as efficiently as possible with the time available and the limited
equipment possessed. Additional marine equipment in the w~ or
sailcloth and paint for the 15 sfiling' canoes; fish hooks and
line and net rr.aterial, all badly ::i£:<::.ded items, now, 'uill increase
the yield of marine products uhich furnish the necessary protein
and "'Jill facilitate more efficient exploitation of t he marine and
agricultural resources of the smaller islands in the atoll.
Handicraft
The only items of handicraft produced are those 't'Jhich are
used locally, such as mats, baskets, etc. 1I\Ju.nma.l\II, the type of
pandanus which produces the pliable and durable leaves required
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for quality handicraft is totally absent frail the atoll. The handicraft
produced fran the supply of 'Hila. parrlanus a\,°ailable on the atoll (llel"'Janll )
does not meet the standards for r.tsrketable handicraft.
Shells
Negligible amounts of seashells are s old to representatives of
IlIECO from tims to time but the demand is s,,",11 a s is ths svailabls supply.
A 'ieU organized handicraft 'Jro""::ram such 8S that set up by James
l.ii.lne on Xili "lould be des1f8'b13 as an added sOurce of incQI'le.
RecO[llfiiendations for AdIrd ni.strative Action
The recommerxlations for administrative action are as obvious as
the needs; even to a laymBn. It is recornr,~nded that the following action be
~:~.:en to help the Ujilat\ people improve their econemy and general si~uation~
1. Continue
1>;, J:r. I
in the field.
the agr ultural extension pro"'ram
.on, with him in canp e 3 c ar::;e 0
initi2ted
the operation
2. Concanitant "-lith the program of education-demonstration,
the necessary seed::' ~gs and plE4"'ltinliLof breadfruit (several.
varietj.es), pa';;.da11l':.:,. a1:::0 in many varieties both for food and
textile mate:--:i.als, b-~tte~' :"~~r:"m~·"ts (such as the sf!l~ varietl
found on Uli), bane.nas ..ni ,-;ush. '7~ ~ ~;.bo4(
-
All. of th? i.teIll3 mentioned above have proven out here.
other plants such as limes, dryland taro, tapioca, pwnpkins,
soursop, etc., should be eXDer~ented with.
- I
The plantings should be brought in during the months
which are "favorable for planting because of sufficient precipitation.
J. The feasibility of taro pit construction for the raising
of l1et taro Should be investigated. This woUld provide a reliable
source of food if successful.
4. Importation and upgradilUl: of livestoc!$, Turkeys, which
thrived 6n both OEnewetak andlrJilitl before the wsr, should be
brought in.
5. Make the material!! necessary for Jull exploitation of
the agricultural resources available to the Oj118K people.-
Immediate needS are: ...
a. "RearU carts,
-
4 e. lIachetes -50
., with spare tires f. Pick axes
- 10
b. Axes -12 g. Knives - 50
c. Hatchets - 50 (spprox 6" long, 1/1611 'lide
d. Spades - 24 for making II jekrull and
general utility)
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6. l~ke the materials necessary for full exploitation of
I!!arine rellOurce'!...I"vailable to the local people. mediate needll
are:
a. Sailcloth - 500 yardll (for the 15 sailing canoes;
12 large and 3 smaller)
b. Marine paint - 50 gals (for above canoes; )0 gals. white,
15 gals. black and 5 gals. red.
The latter for auperetructure
and tMJu.)
c. Fish hooka
largo - 10 boxes (100 hookD per box)
l1Ildium - 10 boxes (100 hooks per box)
small - 10 boxes (100 hooke per box)
d. Fishllne - 8. ()()() :rardll
e. Sinkers .. 3(00
f. Net Material for.
thrownets (6) - 12 fat,hnms each, require 4 balls, No.6
net r""terirD. for each net
long drag nets (2 ea":,, 30 x 6 fsthans each), require
.30 L,,·· .. s, Nos 9 for each net
smaller drag nets (2 ~"ch), requ;ire 7 balls, no. 9 eech
g.Net ainkers - 2,200
. 7. Insure regular, ""liable an4 adequa~.e J,ol!ist1-c S!!D!lort •
to meet the bliSic needs 00' t. :,e people cf tlrl.s isolated atoll, to
make ample supplies of :llllp" ,-~,ed food stuffs available and to lift
the cash crop, c,,!,ra,. 1mE, in addition to an effective program
to improve the local agric~ltural resources, ahould stimulate the
increased production of copra.
The major pert of the cost of this program should be borne by the
~dnJinistration and Hl'itten off as an investment in the economic rehabilitation
of ~~e dispossed Znewetak People.
A very r,linimal token peyment on a long tenD basis should be asked
and would be desirable for psychological reasons, blt it would be unrealistic
to force the community to assume the complete expenses inwlved, indebted as
they are at present to MIECO for necessaI')' food shillJUlnts received in the
p••t ,.':'."", '.!1sufficient copra was on hand to pay for said food. 'i'he lliJited
cash .,,-dloble in tIle community would also make complete assumption of such
an indebtedness a hardllhip.
iecor,:mendations for Improved Logistic Support
The geographical location of Ujilatl in relation to the sources of
lUpply and markets is extremely unfawrable. Ujilatlis 410 miles from
>wajalein and 640 miles from J1ajuro, the District Center. Ujae Atoll, the
!l8arest inhabited 11arshallese Atoll, is 290 r,Ji;I.es east of Ujilatl. These.
rest distances prevent Marshallese craft frcm 'sailing to Ujilatl to lift.
~opra and to supply needed tradll goods.
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The government field trip support haa b.een unreliable and unsatis-
factory. Six months went by recently.rithout a field trip to Ujilall. (See
Nr. George Ramos I field trip report, ':Iestern Circuit, for detalle)
This lack of eyen nini.-::.o.l suppor-'", has· ;::reated genuine hardship
cond!tiona and has prev"ented maximaJ. ~A"Pl("'Ltation of the copra potentiaJ..
Marshallese will not produce copra :.-: the;' '~"'not market it. A perfectloy
+ogical reaction. Conversely, it hE.S bee_~ .". Jven that increased availability
to the market stimulates increased coors J:':;'~()(:'l:ction.. ,
The u"jilafl. people 8:;.'e used to rtud. reqn:i.'re clothing, soap, kerosene,
sugar, rice, flour, matr..:hes, j':l3h hooks and line cmd other necessities and
are naturally frustrated and dissatisfied whsn they carmot obta~ thew. 'I'hey
cannot understand why these necessities have not been made avaUa'ule to them
regularly. As t~le leade~s an:! others of this group have told the writer, lrvle
do not asle the American GoveITJ:lent to give us anything, ue just want to have
t·;'e opportunity to purchase the things we need in order to live." (Certainly
~ .'t an W'lI'easonable request and attitude.)
f Y It i. strongly recommended that careful planning be made to in.ure
~ ".~ least field trip eve three months to Ujilali to provide the needed1::-;:='.5 ~c suppor • e AKL ah a e fran e Harshalls Di.stri.ct,... '..,;-~e ?onape station, .ship couJ.d be u1;oi;1ized to insure a regular and dependable
• ,(Schedule. Ponape Island is c~.oser to Ujilall than I!ajuro and both Ujila!\ and
~J £;r~ewetal( l'Jere in the Ponape n::::fl;rict during Gennan and Ja~anese adm.i..'listr2~:jions"
{j.'(' If the above reCQlUllendatio,,". are followed, plus o:rry possible
additional. recCllU1'endations of ~'-alue ~-y the agricultural experts on the local
and staff levels, it is believp-d tJ'la·;" economic stability can be achieved in
the near future. This. will-o-oviously enable the Ujllall people to make a
more satisfactory adjustment to their new environment.
The problem is not a difficult one as may be seen. The ex-Enewetak
people do not yet have the "do~e psychology-II 1'1hich has been manifested
by the ex-Bikini people now on rali island.. However, if a realistic program
of econQt!lic rehabilitation is not soon started in place of the few "stop g:apll
measures of the past and the general clis!e~c~d of· the problem, the Ujilaft
people may very Hell lose the attitude of :;.elf reliance, initiative and
optimism Which, on the whole, they nO\-l fortunately possess.
This undesirable eventuality can be avoided by practical long
range plarming for basic economic stability along the line5 recommended and
implementation as soon as possible.
Compensation for t he Loss of Enewetak Atoll
Monetary compensation to the displaced Enewetak people for t he loss
of their ancesttai: ho~land is--:fong over.4"ue them, just as it is :to the other
HarshaDe'se who possessed land rights in' Bikini, Kwajalein and Majuro Atolls
and which "ere alienated from them by the United States Government. Such
compensation would be rendering long delayed equity end would eccelerate the
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econom1c rehabUitation of the UjUaft people, if hamJ.ed judicious~.
The ex-Eneweta'< people have been very cooperative with the American
Administrction in the pant. A~ many of them hav~ told the writer, ''We did
not gh-e '.he Navy any trouble "hen they told us to leave Enewetak. He hated
to go but >1e obeyed. He want to cooperate with the Americans all of the time."
Hoil long this attitude of cooperation will continue under the present con-
dHions is a moot question. The confidence and faith which these victims of
the Atomic age have had in the administering authority cannot be sustained
without more concrete evidence of interellt and tangible aid by this
Administration.
It is hoped that this report .1i.ll aid in the formulation of a
progran to aid t;,e UjUal\ people to rehavilitate themselves in their new
i.ocation.
Si~~erely yours,
Jack To~jl1
District !tnthropologist
liarshall ;:slands District
co: Executive Officer, Guam
Dr. Allan Smith
Hal llayo
Il,O, J.Iajuro
J. B. Hackenzie
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n .. FACTUfU. BACKGWUND I:,rroRlr,,~'::ON
\
A summary of infonnation pertine' :~.:. tc -,r:e total situation under
dis~Us8iorl is presented in order to p::ovici" the rHicials concerned with
4n Adequate backgrcund to the prcblen and 'co e~,"',;: ~ thern to more intelligentl:y
an~e and evaluate the report and l'OComIIk'"c.ations contained herein.
~lc,al D~scription
Ujelall Atoll: (Trans. smnmary)
"Udjelang or l-luidjlang: Discovered in 1529 by Saavedra. other
....os include: Ujilonc, Providence, Horning Star, Janes, Kewley Islands,
h~rid1fes. It is 120 sea mile. aoutmlest of Enewetak (275 sea miles south-
"·"t of Ujae). The broader reef is 13 sea miles long (E.I'.), 2t sea miles
~ ·~e. In 1850 there were still 1,000 inhahitants. It was destroyed in 1870
o stom and the last 20 inhabitants settled in Djaluit. Investment by
:, ':',ntations thrcugh 30 workers, so1hat 200 tons of copr., could be produced.
',~o observation point is 9 degrees 42' N. lat., 161 min. 1.7 E. long. Large
: "",",e1 in the west, east of the island of Einmlapp, has 7 meters of water:
,,;:cp inlet >lest of the island. There is a sr,lall channel It sea miles north-
'.;S.3it of Ujelan~island; ••••••••.••According to Prager, the lagoons have very
"!"::JrJY shallows. III
There are reportedly a tobl of twenty one islands and islets in
the atall. varying in size fre.! "mall :;,~lets which are not used, agriculturall:y
but are valuable because of t::.' :,"'~ h~rd and turtle eggs llhich may be
gathered on 'ohern, to larger ;,i11.:"'cts la..·ge am fertile enough to support
agricultural activities. The largest of tc,e,e by far am the "main island"
is Ujilaft island from >lhich the atoll deriv"" ~ts name.
An agricultural survey was .made of U~~l"lI Island fran October 30,
1954, thrcugh Hovember 1, 1954, and the topography was reported as follows:
"Ujelaft island is found in the southeastern ,end of Ujelall Atoll, l:y1ng
almost due~t and >lest. The island is approximately three miles long and
six hundre feet .lide, six to eight feet above high tide with no marshy land
thrcugholO the entire island. A tidal wave which struck Ujelaft•••••has left
the surface of the island covered with large coral chunks, in many plsces to
a depth of tHO feet. The sub-surface is of fine coral and sand with a mixture
,of humus "hich has filtered thrcugh'the coral chunks over s period of years.
Below this to a depth of f1ve to six feet is hard packed sand and coral
base tnat is found throughout the rest of the Harshalls.
nThe cOi11lllWl1ty village j.s located in the center of the island
facing the lagoon. This area is almost void of any fol1sge, with the
exception of sane old breadfruit and coconut trees, n.m plantings of young
breadfruit trees, and squash patches. The coconut grows and heavy under-
brush start at each end of the village and run to the ends of the island.
.1-
'fbc undorbrush oonsist. of tho ..nqny s1D1~r-p~\s ;fOllOO. on. thO. ~thsr; .atolls, '
Il8Illely; ipomoBS pes-capre, Tournefortill argel1tBS, Soaevola fruitescsne,
Canevel1e maritima, Terminala catapl"" !lorinda citrifol1e, alld calophyllum
inophyllum. "2
The total dry lar.d area of U~11af! ~s O.n? sq. mi. The area of the
lagoon, 25.47 eq. mi.3
The total dry land arBS of Fhe,m"" " che former home of the Ujilall
people, \/as repor1;ed in 1937 to be 2.26 sq, '.•J.. and the total lagoon arBS,
387.99 sq. mi. l, (Both ::'i=es considerebl:' ~arger than those for Ujila1l
Atoll.) .
Location in RelatIon to other Atolls J.n the lfarohe'),ll!
Ujilall io the IImot is~lated of all the 1nhebited Marshall atolls
"r s1nl!le islands. The atoll is ~90 miles from the nearest in.'Jabited atoll,
';c'"., 410 miles !"rom the camnercial center of Kwajalein (Ebeye Islalld), and
o-11.1e5 away frOtl the District Center of l'R.jur~, The geographical location
cjilall in relat!on to the sources of supply 1s obviously extremely un-
. ,.':aole. These vast distances prevent Jlarshall ese Cl'•.ft !"rom sailing to
;:E.lI to 11ft copra and to supply the needed trede goods.
'. "limat••'';:;. l, e
Ujilall,' "hich is situated in the northwestern sector of the
'lar"hall Islands (being the vestermost of the Msrshalls), shares the drier
oU.n,late of this area in contrae-t to tn:) heavier rainfall, richer so11 and
'""e lush vegetation of the so"tlwrn Me..;.·&halls. (See the Meteorological
Tables of the Jaluit Station a~d the Ujilall station in the Appendix.)
Ene"",talt, the former home of the Ujilall people is also one of the
drier atolls. Unfortunately meteorological observations vere not available
to the vriter. Jlawever, it is reported that" ... Rainfall at Enivetak is
Hghter than in the Southern He.rsb'lls. Reports ind'tcate an anm",l averege
of 60 inches."
Oensu9
~Ebteam
Jtlanej
Totals
Total Pop.
91
~
Absentees Tot'll To? on U.iila1l 3/21/55
83
~
174
---l Kusaien missionary
175
EOpulation Change Since Nov. 1952
Dr.aths
2."':S!2 ~ .§E ~
E'!lraam 70 F 1/19/53
;:'':rear.t 8 ~I 7/27/53
Joe.nej 11 M 6/12/53
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Bktha
lr":. Date Sex G= ....~ · · ... 0 ~- - --~..... ....'.~? 1954 M JOE'_r.ej " 1953 M
·
" 4/9/52 F "
0
-:)53 M
·n ? 1954 M " '! ,q" . M. ?~n 1/1/52 F " ? '::;-':;4 F_.,n 1952 M " J.';'3/;_ F
n .It M " " M
"
j/8/55 M --"6'-
ft ? 1953 M
"
? 1955 M
9 .
Grand total Births - i5
~0tal deaths - :3
,
Too hUmber of "".le 1<."rlrers
Plus st:.:.dents a.t M:1 ;rro
. .
Plus st'~dents at Truk
Visiting at Namu Atoll
Total
on· the ...atoll ted"y"- 36
-6
- 1
:- 2.
- 45
Those ycung""maft ·ft"" st school' will be available for .vorl< cfuring
","",nar vaestion and 1-'hen they return permanently. The men visiting at·l!an;c
\'111 return in a few months. H03t of the \lomen and tDB.nJ"··of the younger-
m.:.les assist in the agricultur,,·.'.ena <:i.,hing activities.
The Vil),e.ge
Ujilall Village·-is :l.r.ca-oed in..!-'" .,,,,.tral portion·-of·-the.""rraw
ribbonlike main island of the atoll. The t,·,o soaio-politiesl divisiollS -witltitt
the group. Joanej I group (the Enewetak. peo, •.e) - "dri Ene"etak..and Ebream.'
group (the Enjebi people - "dri Enjebi" oeMW "'be eadem· a.."lC1.western
halves of the islE.nd resneetively ("rear" and "r~Hkn). The coral ...tone
jetty on the lagoon beach mar"" the refer~nce l)C': "0 of the invisible
boundary line 1-·]hich ""ntimes through-:tbe miocHe of the-church bt1lldingJHld:-- ..
to the ocean reef. .
~ 46 singlevaU eone1;ructton ·wooden. buildings with .sheet. metal:
or t'.r !:ap~~eroofs, are scattered alonr. ths length of tha village area
facinf the lagoon road. These buildings .,,/ere constructed by ~Tavy Sea Bee1
and 'le.rshallese labor prior to the rsmoval of the 'EI1Swetak people to UjnaJ!
Atoll in 1947.
Most of these .buildings· (which' ar.. Uttle more than shacl.,,.. by"
Ameriesn, but not Marshallese criteria! have been torn down and moved tc
'more favorable and desirable sites, pr1marily to be on separate ·land 1"-rcel9-.
Additional cook-houses, copm -swage shed.. -and the Uk9 have been built
with psrt of the oril'inal building ooteris.ls. The """jority""of ""tbne:bui1dings .
haye been 11ell maintained considerinr.the lack of additional. bll11d1nl! materials.
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The cht:.rch edi:fice, :;-=:03raphical e::5. ~ :-d.al center of ·the
comnnmity, is the largest building in the atoll and. is in the best condition.
It is constructed of sheet Trf3t.,;.}_ on a 'looden fraJ.::l'i·:ork, set .on a poured
cement slab.
The smaller Coa~cil House, located across fram the church and on
the lagoon side, is of the same const.ruction and in good condition, as is
the much sr,laller one room school house to the left rear of the church and
on the ocean side of the na:....row island.
The copra warehouses and the stores (tl70 buildings), are located
adjacent to the jetty and the canoe landing beacha These buildings are of
tte sac,e construction as the other public buildings and are partioned off
~r.to separate units for each group.
A combj.nation guest house, dispensary and. infirmary ;was completed
hy the c01ml\.:.nity last October. The neat and attractive looking building is
.. 3inGle 'HaJ~ unp3inted wooden construction Hith a sheet metal roof and i~
:~'tit.ioned off liT~o three rooms j with a vera!1da running the length of the
~ .~ if,! fronting the lagoon. 11. smaller porch leads onto the open area ("plaza")
. ~n~.ng the church. The materials l'Jere obtained fram ra~ing the smaller
m.,.l.gi..'1al dispensary and adding them to the schoolteacher1s house which 1'Jas
on the present sito.
The village is clean Ei.1Q o."':'8rl:r a1"':d is located among the groves of
te,ll coconut palms which date from th~ J:~rmal commercial plantation period.
The entire surface cf this central area is covered with a heavy
layer of coral rocl~s, part of ~rl1e debris of a disastercus typhoon and tidal
wave which stlept over the is12:1d in pre-European times (I
Building Count
Type
I)"ellini house
Bath Ho!;se
Latrine~
Cool>: house
Copra storehouse
No.
46
- 9
6
-11
- 16
utility buildings
Church
Council house
Retail store
(2 units, 1 roof)
Dispensary, guest-
house, infirmary
Total buildings
No.
5
1
1
1
1
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A few temporary shelters of \-tood, sheet metal and local materials,
in varying canbinations, are located at a distance from the villaGe area
proper and. are used as shelter from the rain and sleeping and cooldne; purposes,
by people who may be rnaldng copra or engaged in other agricultural labor and
do not 'Hish to return to the villa3e.
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A few of these shelters are found on the subsidury agricultural
islands as ';'lell.
Public Health and Sanitation
The personal health level from a laJ'lllan's viewpoint, appears to
be quite satisfactory. Medical treeti.lent gtven was minimal and of a minor
nature, during the course of the field stucV. (Treatment for ringw011ll,
lacerations, cuts, burns, common colds, etc.)
The living quarters r;:' the writer, separated as they were bjr only
a thin partition and Op;"';llg d-l.,-ectl.y into the ciiGpensary without benefit of
a door, gave the investi~ator an excellent opportunity to view the operation
of the outpatient "clinic".
L61'lbwe, the capable i1ealth Aid, was assisted by his efficient wife
l'ho took complete charge in his absence. Ii" is paid $15.00 per month fran
- ~"l district medical budget.
Certain aspects of the public health o~d saritation situation are
..bviously unsatisfactory however; to ll'it:
1. Large numbers of house flies.
2. An appreciable number 01 rats.
3. Dirty and ineffi::ientl)' utilized cisterns.
:...9~ndations
~t.1 The obvious remediC'8 dre:y 1. Supplying the Health Aid uith DDT and spray guns as needed.[,/../ 2. Supplying the Health Aid with.rat traps and poTson as needed.~1J/ 3. Instrucing the Health Aid and trie "IroI:j-l'iagistrates" and,\;, Co'mcil to have the cisterns cleaned out and to keep them clean.'t' ("",0 of them "ere cl~aned 0$ OY order of the IIIroij41agistrat~sllduring the field study.)
The Water Suppl.Y
\later is obtained on Ujilall Island fran two m1D made wells which
pierce the water lens. Both furnish potable uate',· alth,ugh the "ater from
the smaller "ell is slight~ brackish•. These HeEs SUl'p:;':y the villa:;ers
adequate~ even <luring the prolonged dry season. In addition to the two
wells in the village area, a small well is located on nearby Raij Island
and also furnishes potable "ater.
In addition to the·wells there is a total of nine cement cisterns,
one of l-1hich is canpletely inoperative, the majorit~r of the remainder are in
various states of efficien~ and cleanliness, fran fair to very poor.
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The maximum use of t~:ose cisterns in operation is not now realized
because of the deteriorl3.tion 0:::' cistern roo~s and especially the leads from
the catchment area (roofe of t:...: !..Jin:,s aa:~. cist.ern roofB) to the cisterns.
Leakage in the cement in3ide s:r,:.e of the cir:terr.s is a contributing factor
to inefficient operatic1, as "~eil.
The local authorities shou:,(~ be e. ••..·sef'~ to repair the cisterns to
the best of their aiJility. It shou.l':.l. be L';·.~ ~zed h~Jever that the neC;Ssary
sheet I:1etal, lumber, nails and cement are not available to the local people,
who do not, have access to the sZlvage Iilaterial operation on NOB KlJajalein.
Perhaps goVeI7.11lsntal ~:;,ssistance can b6 ':ort!;~~g to help them
solve this iliIportant public I'.ealth p",blem.
Empty kerosene drums provide excellent water storage units and
",ould be espp.cia1:JOY usefUl" on~he smaller islands of the atoll 'Where cisterns
. ~ 1 non-exj.~ tent. There are o"'.ly a feu of these dnuns on the atoll nmlj
:.ti~"'..1al -..:'1ter C'3tctlilent uni~s would be ~efuJ &l1d weleor.1e. One hundred
..~ Hwld not be too many.
The atoll is fortunate in the aL'ilost complete absence of mosquitoes.
~'~~:i1ess to say, possible inad7ertent importation of mora of these pests
1:'1CJ'..l1d be Guarded against.
'Ihe sensible i::.::1d tiJr.~ honQred practice of using lithe white rocl~stl
:)f the ocean reef to void bodi.1y was":(~s is used in preference to eithar the
·ollshes or t..'1e feu latrines (l-lbich are hardly used). This practice naturally
cuts dOlm the incidence of fly ~orne diseases.
Th'3 free roaming pif.'1 .• chickens and ducks are efficient scavengers
and are a public health asset II this respect.
Dental Heal_t:1
. -
Tng Health AJ..c- and th~ two ltIroi: ··Z:agistrates tl reported that many
of the local people req:u ;.:.:e intensive ...dental attention and requested that
a dental tear,l be sent to the atoll to remain until the'dental needs are
taken care of. It 'uould be obviously economically unfeasible for the local
people needing such care to go to I'~ajuro and upon O::OIi1p~;..etion of t he dental
treatment, to Hait the n~cessary 3 months or morc on M;. 1't..-o for return
transportation.
If the dentaJ. requirements are as e~tE:n'5ive a'3 alleged and
corres~ondin3lyas time consumd-~g, holdin~ the field trip ship at UjilaB
until canryletion of said dental work would likeuise be expensive.
?ormal Education
In addition to "learning by doingl1 , by watching their elders at
nark and iLti.tating them or being actually instructed in speciall.zed activities
by their elders, the fonnal. class roan educative process is carried on.
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The Elementary School
The goverrrrl1ent school is tauj.!t b3r 3 rE't.lu"ned graduate of the
Marshall Islands Intermedi~...te f (;hool at, Lajuro. :.'"L:.;;: grades are taught. The
present enrollment is 1J. consi~ting of 5 females ~l.r!d 6 r.'l.ales, ranging in age
frau 9 to 18.
The curriculum which is standard in the District, consists of
arithmetic, English, spelling and a Illittle 11arsllallese language instruction ll •
The lat~er Has added by the teacher because he feels that lithe students do
not mOll IIarshal1e se veij' 't'lell. 1f
Classes are normally held in '!!he morning, five days a 1"7eek and are
:-ecessed in the sunnner to allON the teacher to return to ImS for refresher
~,:·E.ining<,:, '1'1:e ;recess period is variable depending as it does on field trip
scr.edules. 'Ihe school was clobE'd on Feb. 14 of this year By the IIIroij_
:'faelstrateslr lIBecause there is not enough food and the children are too
- "::"7 to stt:dy." This of course released the tf.lacher and the older students
Jid in the food getting activities in general and the copra making activities,
".:h Here intensified at that period in anticipation of the arrival of the
__01d trip ship, in particular.
The Elementary School will allegedly re9pen after the field trip
ahip arrives with the required s-.lpplies of food.
The 19 year old school teac'r:-::-:", a son of lIIroijll Joanej, is paid
a monthly salarJ of $15.00 frorrl the cer]",,:: -". ::opra tax fund disbursed from
Majuro.
The Protestant ~assion School
A Protestant ~ission school has been cOhducted since July, 1953
by an English spea1d.ng Kusaien Jjlissionar~r (Rev. lIeIson Sigra). He has been
in continuous residence on Ujilai\ since his arrival but plans to return to
Hajuro liith the coming field trip ship or b~l lassion transportation to attend
the bi-enniel Protestant church conference and for possible reassignment.
Rev 10 Helson '\-las trained in church -Hark on Kusaie by his father, the
present ~~i.'l~ of ~~usaie, and later by l!iss Balch-d.ll, an Azll.erican missionazy_
He has been active in mission work for t he past 25 years.
No formal grades, as such, are taught in the school other than
IlbegL'"1ning" and II advanced" education. The present enrollment is 17 canposed
of 7 males and 10 females who range from 6 to 14 years of age.
The curriculum consists of singing,
spelling (llarshallese language) and English.
each '-leek.
arithmetic, Bible study,
Classes are held five mornings
the 54 year old missionary teaches a group of older adults for one
hour every ;:ednesday afternoon. Instruction is given in the l-~arshallese
language in Geography, sing'.Jlg, Bible and, arithmetic.
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In addition to teaching classes, the regular duties of a missionary;
leading !lOst of the church services, teaching hymn singing, etc. are carried.
on by the energetic and cheerful missionar:r. ,sOr.te of these pastoral duties
are shared ,,'ith t.."1e loea::. l!li1~j.1:-aT who U8::: also trained on Kusaie but to a
lesser extent than Rev. Nelson ...
Re7. Nelson is paid :";;10.00 r:,ont;..., ·'.'.r..'nm the Protestant Hission Head-
qUarters on Rot\roU Isl~nd, iiajuro Atoll, ;;:; .... the local pastor, Rev. Emej.
'The funds are derived from Hithin the J./ist.::'ict from tithes and contributions
of the !:ars:1allese Frotestants.
The rnissiona~'Y'5 li~':'ng is provided by the U,iUaft COIIU1Il.U1ity, the
different families of >rhich bring him prepared food t"ice a day; one family
fran each group provides one of the daily meals.
This outstanding indj.vidual commands a great deal of prestige and
·"".pect on the atoll.
~. ~·,runal Or~anization
1. UjUaJI is a well organized and "ell integrated canmunity despite
tl-.e insistence of the two component groups ~t1dr1 Enewetak" and Ildri
Enjebin) on maintaining their mm group identities. This ethnocentriS!'l
is not completely clear cut however due to the close kinship and economic
ties or the ljhole grcup.
In their relations 'tiith outs:l.clers, ",hether Americans or liarshallese,
members of both groups re~t;!r to themselves generally as uEneHetakll people
or "Ujilaft" people depend..i.r~g upon the historic~ context of the .. con-
versstion. The same te:'ln:l..nology is employed by other I~arshallese in
reference to the group.
2. The atoll is divi(~d between the tiO "Iroij" and their res-
pective groups just 2S ET£:.atak l\toll 't'JD.S divided between the Enjebi
people (Ebreamls group) who lived on ~'~;'jabi Island and smaller adjacent
atolls and the Er~e";etalc peop:'e (JoanE-~ >'ou:J) who occupied Enewetak
Island and other smaller islands (rout>;.l,j" a 50-50 division).. .
Both of the "Iroij-l·!agistrate-Judges ll cooperate closely with each
other as do their follmlera and the atoll government is very well run.
3. The offices of magistrate, scribe, judge (and untU lately
pcliceman) are duplic ated becaus e of the socio-political 8ituation
peduliar to Ujilat\.,. The two "iroij" Ebream and t.loanej act as canbination
magistrates and. judges as well as carIYing on t~ functions of hereditary
leadership, over their respective Groups a5 they did on Enewetak Atoll
before the aroup was moved off b)r the D. S. Navy. They automatically
assumed the office of magistrate and presumably will continue in office
as '!.ong as they so desire. These men maintain a tight control on the
ccmmunity and are the ultimate sdhorities on 8l\I'
o
matter of importance
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to an extent not found elsewhere in the Mar.h~l1. today. The mechanisms. of
tree am open discussion and C.(~: ':'~-a p::'Avai:. -'C'Haver anc1 the two "iroij" do
listen to and acce'Pt advice fro'!, ot~l~rs, :t-' 'r"'lE'J_ly and at the regular
bl-veekly Council ~eetin[",;;.. a;; -·;e::'l as =.t.- ,t •.), ""'.eeting,s.
Division of labol:
There 15 no sharp division c:.' 1B.bc,'!." e~.';cept between the sexes and
even there the line is blurred in cer~ain aspects. Th~ general rule Is th~t
the miIlee do the heaVier and more arduous H''::.l·k connecte5i with food g§:tting
activities; clearing bru3h, ferU.ng trees, husking the- l"ipe nuts" climbing
·trees for fruit, handlL'1'~ the IT''ge saili.'l1.[; canoe3;1 mOG"t; of-the tyPes of
fishing, sennet mal.::ing, c;moe m:J:ing and carpentry and the like.
The vamell do mo..:!:' of the pre~aratioD and coold;::;g of food and care
of chilo.ren (men '';.11 lend a hard· at t1l:les however), helping to cut the meat
~.;.'";. of the ripe coccnuts for cOI)!-a me,1{~.ng, pre:r:nration of weaving materials,
,.':-::3 easier forms of fishiug on '('1".e expvsed reefs, and the like. The \'o:nen
..e" .lso aid in c1eering brush (ths. easier a.pacts of this arduous. task) or
. '.".1' harvest fruit whare olimbing is not required.
Tha ordinary routine tasks involved in looking aflrer a famHy and
.rj~e are within the woman' 5 sphere.
The abo,re 1s not a complete catalogue but an overall description of
~~e'dlvislon of activities of tte ComL~lnlty.
This is the general pattern tl';l,:oughout the MJ.rshall Islands.
The two "lrolj" perfc~"::;: the r":3.!lle activities as the other men in thy
community but act, as would be e.··pectec.., in a r,eneral supervisory capacity
6.8 well.
The tea('her of the Government EJ.l':--':'. ':':.~ry School aSS\DIles his share
of tha ordinary responaibilitics during the "., ..~s when school is not in aession
or 10 closed.
The llealth ..Aid qeratca. in much the same manner e"capt that he is
normally able to spend the major PGrt of his time looking out for Iii. 0>/11
interests.
I::':ch the same routine is followed by the local Protestant minister.
The only parson who devotes all. of his time to his speo1s.lt1is
the Kusa1s.n missionary whose small sal.,ry is pdd from l-hjuro ",d whose food
is provided by the local paople. Even he helps out in work activ1.t1es
,;or~cas1onally. He does not, of course, possess land on U41leJl~
.T~p, Ge!!,eral "fork Pattern
Mutual cooperation in econcm1c activities is the rule in this
eoctety ind is traditional even though land holdings are separate and "orked
bT·inell.vidual groups.
A cooperative \-10:£"1:: b:":":P lIkuinill or "dr"ru111 on a formal basis and
with e pI1Jnar~ r"onetary moti,."~~on, has er,lerged recently and is operating
in conjunction mth1he establishe" coo?erati.·.re l:!6chanisms. Although possible
bu.. of conflict·are latent, mth ser;..) I:l" .... 'c,tations having been observed,
1t.is believed that this ne" t o1'e of o~ope. . .. :e >lork group mll prove to
ballefit the economy of the atoll.
1.11 of the pCI.ulatio" old enough to car", on work activities of any
eort do so. Even the SlT·"n children perforr,i var-i<;~s ta.ks such as helping to
tend babies, gather food, "ash clothes and other tasks which they are capable
of handling. Even the very old woman ,mo is said to be over 100 years old
:It~ists in preparing pane.anus lQaves for !.lets, as lleU as weaving mats and
i)'ther articles.
There ara .36 ..ble bodied males fran the age of 16 upl<arda pl'esent
:jllall now. The anticipated return of 9 men, 2 of whom are visiting
..'.,'ives on l1amu Atoll, one at school on Truk and the remaining 6 at school
.,. iiajuro, l.ill increase the adult male labor force to 45•
.'.:::ra Loading Activities
All of the able bodied men :Co, each group work on loading copra and
ofI"1.oading trade goods when the '-ield Trip Ships visit the island. The men
aro paid SO¢ per day by their respecti-,. "iroij" when the latter has cash on
h.&nd and are also fed at his ex::ense dlU'"ing the operation.
The younger !TEn perfOl'ln the heavy tIorl::: involved while the olEler
men aew up the filled copra bags and perfon,l the other less arduous tasks
connected witll the operation.
Hechanics of Trade
All copra is purchased by the t'iO "iroij" fran mElllbers of their
respective groups. 'I'hey also have the mon0t.·::~" on trade good sales.
This arraneellBnt appears to be satisfactory mth everyone..involved
and is proba'oly only possible because of the patriarchal social structure of
the community ni th its closely knit kinship and economic relationships.
Comparison llith the Kili Situation
The situation on Ujilaft differs from that of ;{ili, the }.ocation of
the ex-Bikini people, in that the salient problems of UjUaI\ are economic,
not socio-political as well as economic. The psychological blocks against
acceptance of re-location and adjustment to the new location, which have been
observed on IGCli, are practically non-existent on Ujilaft.
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The former Ene>letak people are at home in their new "nvirement
IIId kno>l hOll to utilize its resources b~c2use of the fact that lJjUaft iB like
Enewetak climatically and some of them lived and >lorked on UjUall when the
atoll was operated as a ",opra )2antation by the Jaluit Gessellachaft and
later by the Narvo Boeki Ieaisha. In fact a fe" of the present inhabitants
are descendants of the group which c,-iginslly om:ed the atoll before it >las
"purchased" fro:. the "Iroij" by Germ"". traders, in the usual "gin and trinkets"
t~ of land transfer transaction.
'fhese factors undoubtedly aided in t.'!e psychological a djustment of
the displaced Enewetak people to their nel'J location. Analogous factors were
entirely lacking in the case of the displaced BL'dnians.
PAllall and "Community ne""lolJl!ent"
Given the proper 'sup;:ort, both 10giBtic and agricultural, the
UjUall people can carry on the process of successfully adjusting to their
ne" heme. Q!>tside leadership and inspiraV:m is not the crucial need here
:lS it is on Kill, ~or is it desirable. .~:.; ;::., c.21 advice and material support
'.v improve the agricUlturil y>.eId, to D1C~;;ESC the foo supp y a ca
;copra) is plainly indicated fer UjilaJl in the >lay of "community development".
-
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III.
(2/17/55 - 3/29/5~ incl.)
Note: In order to avoid any possible er,lbarras5::ent to the Ujilafi. people
and to l)rotect the anthropologist's sources of information and
cooperation for the future, it is r€:~uested that this Journal
which contains many personal references, be restricted to the use
of American personnel concerned 11ith t.l:e problem. only and not be
allo'oed to fall into llarshalJe se hanc.i.s.
(2/17/55 - 3/29/55 inol)
Th. Distriot Anthropologist and the Assistant Agriculturist,
Marshalls Islands District, left *juro at 7'30 A.M. on February 17, 1')55
ria T~LOA for UjilaH Atoll to conduct a special field study and survey.
A brief stop ,'""s mede at Ebeye Island, KloOllalein Atoll to deliver
~he dSl!l!\ge cla1ms for the Rofllap and 'utr8k people to the Acting District
·..1I:'..~nist!T.tlcn L1eprese~tative, :lor transmJt7.al to U. S. Navy officials.
The fUght "".s resumed fonewing this transaction and a 1s.nding
." Ill2.de in the UJilaH lRgoon at noon.
The t"10 man field perty snd thei.. baggage "'ers transferred to a
.arJ'Te or-moe ,.,hleh had laboriol1.s1y meneuvel"ed alor..gs1de the aircraft.. The
':'~:rBtlon was SOI!l.<;l"..,hat G:tfficu'tl:, due to th:9 fact "'.:.hat it 'WaS necessary to
::::iap the er..gines of the aircl'af~ running; it being impossible to anc}'!..or the
i~craft in the particular area of the lagoon.
The field perty landed asho~e at '.'.'40 A.M. (Local time). The
;wo "iro1jft-magistrates and most of the pe:,:--le 'Fere aw..ray on other islands
'Dgeged in agriculturel sctivities. j·!ost cf t'1em, including the t",o chiefs,
roanej (Johannas) and Ebream (.i,brahmr.), returned later in the afternoon.
The rest of the day \·~ns s?ent in rene"ling old friendships and
acquaintanceships and introduol;>{! IziKlel 1<Jukon, A.sistant Agriculturist,
to ths community.
Later in the day }~. Taukon and the vriter walked half the length
of the island, inspecting the condition of the buildin~s and the food plsnts
and trees.
The evening was spent conversing on various subjects with some of
the local people ",ho had come to t.he house ",hich had been made aVailable
for the use of the Field Party. This hoase "'as built by the cOIII!I(Jllity as a
combination guesthouss and dispensary and is located conveniently in the
mid-port.ion of ths villa"e, adjncsnt to the cornl stone jetty a nd the canoe
leodb,· "c. c ch. The church is lucated about 150 feet behind the dispenes.ry-
guesthou·'e. Thus the latter is e.n excellent observation post for village
aetivitios; st.rntegical1y locat"d as it is. The only disadvantage lay in
the fact that the buildL,!! ""s invaded nightly by numerous large, hungry,
. aggresei'Je and noisy rats. The spece beneath the raised building prOVided
c rsndezvous for many of the village pigs ",ho bee.".n their vad01lll noisy
sctivities at daybrea'<.e nd continued them until after nightfall.
!':!brpary 18. 1955 - Frid.ru:
The morning ,"'s spent in m.,1dnp, e brief agricultural and general
eurvey of tha "".If of the isu,.ncl not visited. yesterday. A great deal of
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evidence of burning off of underbrush ,ms seen. I~st of the trees are too
close together and a great deel of clearing of brush needs to be done.
The afternoon "M s!"'nt by the party in discussing plans for the
field stu"y.
Chief Joone.i took lunch ,·,Ith the p"rty (Chief Ebream was auay on
llaij Isbnd \;or'cing). Joanej end th~ party aiscussed' V".rious aspects of
t)le island life. A meeting of the t,;o chiafs and the p;JO field party
members ~·:es set up for the evening, to explain the pllr,ose of the visit and
to discuss pl~ns of action.
EC':'.l9.mic. Note. The oupplies of i"'ported foods have become almost
OO"lplet.ely ex..,,,u~",,d. 'rne shel"es of the villape stores !lre cample+.ely bare
.. ·,d it is allege<'. that only "- !'p,u of the people have a little nour left.
'l""ere is abs,;)lu+,e"ly no rice or ti~gar on the is1e.nJ. The stoc'!< of kerosene
1:'lsed. 1n .1Q.p:"erus) lSI gon~, th';T'e are only a f ..n,· !J.lat.ches and fe1Jer cigarettes
~'.Jrnininr,·on. the is·L."1.nd~ It 1.J'.:::.r.; alloeed 'LhEtt this had been the case since
~~0rtly after Cr~~1stmas. .
The .supply of local food is alcc . "'y "canty. Arrouroot, an
bportant staple hore (as in the rest of be ;;ort~l'JesternMarshalls), has
't'a.:::n out of season since December.
Pandanus
satisfactory yet.
is starting to come in but is not ripe enough to be
It s.i10uld be re.... o.:r next month s:-:'!:etime.
ArroYroot season is from OC'::'o'her to December, inclusive. Pandanus
saason from, usually, S~ptembc.~ or O(~t.C'\oer Elnd continues through Ja.nuary cr
;,'ebruary '.>ith the biggest ero;) harvested in March, April and May, a period
of a bout nine months availability.
Breadfruit se'.son is during the summer, June, July e.nd August.
Coconuts me.y be hervested all year round.
The local people are subsisting almost completely on coconuts and
the Sl!l'lll amount of fish cau!,ht. (The months of December through FebrUl'ry
are .Bid to be unfavorable for fishing.)
A 1-fork group or 8.S it is variously called here, "kumi", "kumiai",
"~rorul" or "teem" (tee.m), WEt.9 orgenized by the local Health Aid, L8mbwe, a
very a7f:"essive and inteU,;igent young D1I1n, :illl January of this year. This
cooperntive Hork g"OUP is ocrnprised of 17 men, 13 from Ehream's group and
4 from Joo.nej f grcr..tp Hho volunt,eered for the enterprise.
The ser'dces of this rroup are availe.ble to anyone for ~·5.00 per
dny. They engage in groll~ labor for each ot!ler at the same rate and share the
accumulated money from t",eir Jc'.nt lo.bor. Their familial duties and the
duties to their respective "iroijll take precedence however.
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This new type of work !'t"oup differs frim the traditional and
le•• formally "rWmized coope,."tc,ve work group fcum throughout other atolls
in the Marst>Alls in that the l!!t)tivation is avowedly primarily monetary.
"tie lave thls group 50 i,:,l-.l8.t 1....;? ;-rn T"'..a~e mot:e;r. t1
TraditionalJ.y, neigh1>;>:'s cr:d k: ., ')lk ~orm cooperativs groupe to
belp .ach other per~cr.rm ts.sks sucll <:e ;~.. "~':? ripe bree.dtruit, etc.,
"h1ch require mere of " labor force '·:,e.1. . ·'.laily or land holding unit
aan mster. The only compensation p:'"vid-,: bl' the person being helped is
~ lllee.l or meals "hile their lao" is 1:"inr . 0rke4. Tca day's work usually
oondudes "rith a party, the food ""ving bo'", provided by the host and prepared
b;V his wOr.lenfol:< and i~f' " lsrf" !>umber of 1'01'k€". are involved, with the
.s.!stance of their WOll'~Jl\f'olk. This is the pat'oern found in me.~ parts of
the world and is !l",~loi'e"s to the co"perative work gr""pS of early United
~,:..tes history ',;hieh pal'ticipa ted in corn husking bees, 1:e.rn raisings and the
alee. In th6 Mar~halls, relatI-'es 1Iltly also be "",lIed upon to assist in
"ebor, witho'lt mOll"tary compensation :;>rovided. l'hese relatives 1Ila7 however
'1.111 for assistanco in the form of labor at a lR.ter date under the llF.me terms.
The encrgence of this group on Ujlilall ...'ith the cash motivatl. on doss
"t mean that the less fOI'llll\l cooperative work gi"oups have been suPPl.anted
-"'ever.
The atoll people were busily =king copra in preparation for tho
'::Tival of the Field Trilp Ship. The working group "kumi", spent the after-
n('on !!'l'to"ering sprouted coconuts "iu". for eating and also in tlIl!lld.ng copra.
'"i." a1'te:-noon activities of the "kmr•.t" concluded ,rith cutting the meat from
"be ripe nuts in 'a copra storehouse "';;jacent to the lagoon.
The older men 1Iltlde o""onut sennet ("ekkwol") during the day and
the wOl'1en washed clothes, maae lnats, tended babies, cooked food, gathered
food (coconuts, pandanus, etc.) 'tnd enf.aped in the other routine household
activities as well as performinr, the lighter tasks involved in lIl!Iking copra.
A great dea], of activit:! foes on In the lagoon, ,nth the l"rge
saUinI! canoes arrivinp, and de;>".rtin,? for ~"e other islar:ds during the day,
usually in the ee.r:y !!:orninll' ana eE&ly hC'u"'? o~ the e"ening. The people
are attempting to exploit all of the e.vail!J.1:::!.e coconuts suitable for copra
prior to the a,.ri''I\l of the field trip ship, so thet they ,rill han cash
with which to purchase food, clothing and other necesseties.
Ujilall people are. very industrious and hard working people.
They Hill tell e. visiting l\merican th"t they are in need of food,
when they "re, but they do not 1'0 to ('I'ent lengths in the narration and
give all of the details of their problems as do the Kil1 people.
Their work activities bertn very early in the lIlOrning I\nd continue
until Illte at niFht.
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The "Iroij" invited the field party to share the eve~ meal
with them at the 'lUlJ.rters of the laUer. A metal P'ln from a P'lir of scales,
run of doughuuts (about one dozen) and" boiled ohicken were served by the
"iroij" Ebream's wite and "iro'.5" Joooaj' daughter. Both groups thus had
a hostess. The meal "". taken sitting on the noer and accompanied by
coffee f'urn1shed by the I Titer.
After eating the two "iroij" an" ,field party adjourned to the
frOllt veranda overlooking the lagoon, to c'.' .:' C'- fiS the plane for the coming
Weeks.
Izikiel wtlhled his work e.nd the: "sndits to be derived from it.
This was ....plified by the writer who asked for the cooperati,cn or the
"iroij" and through them, aU of the UjilaA people.
TIle "1ro1j" expt ..s cr-t sateN.t IlDI at.....18. tv. tile JII'OJMt
... ,...,.... tile WI Nt ea ti••
They agreed that Moaday vauld be a good time to .tart and vcuM
ncr, interfere with aD,Y atell '·'llIl'k. It .... pla"""" to start the agricultural
•.'.....y at Kalo Island, the most distant from UjilaA Island, and to work
, ,"~ tOWlll'd the main island. This wOuld give Isildel a chance to 811rVeT'
,'U, of the islands which support cocOnut trees and to .eleet .eedlings for
:'.lriher propaRation. The palms em the ...in ieland were IIl1t de-.! suitable
1'0-:' use .... seedlings. Meet of the trees are very old; dating from the
Ge"""n period.
The suJlP'ior ' K1li cooonuts Ci'rom the expsr1lllental a_gs On the
snd of the ieland) ehould be b"ought b as' soon as possibls for replanting
p~rpo8ea.
The "iroij" vera advised by the Aseistant Agriculturist and the
writer to tell the people not to burn the underbrush, as has been doDlt
recently, because it is extremely destructive. The ohiefs stated that they
have told the people this previously but would warn them again•.
The writer and Izik1el promised that they would also discuss this
vhen the ~AfJ'iClUlturnl School" is held and ,could rood the sectiClD 'in the
Trust Territory Code covering this. The HrLor will request the Field Trip
Officer to do the same thing when he errives "nd hold s a council meeting.
Mr. Iaukon told the chiefe of hie plE.n to hold school for everyone,
tc explain scientific coconut culture. This would be held attar the survey
has been eompleted. One or two hours each evening for tvo or three evenings
vould complete the instruction. The chiefs expressed interest in this and
vere given tvo of the instruction books on ooconut culture which are copies
Of handbooks issued by the Coconut Research Bureau of Ceylon, which have
been translated into Marshallese by Izlliel.
The "iroij" vere asked to provide a youth to climb trees to obtein
Selected nuts and also ;',orksJls to make a nursery for the nuts which will be
eelected for propagation. It i. anticipated that a dozen ....n ean complete
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Al,J, "f the .details he.d been settled to the mutual satisfaction
of the four pe.rticflpants· and the chiefs planned to meet with their people
,lie following day to discuss the plans and "ork out the details.
To the surprise of the writer, Ebream' s son, n recent Mo.juro
Intermediate School graduate and another yO'~th canmenced arguing about the
plan, stating that it would conflict \lith the plans for the "\tum1" to which
they belong. It seemed that the herd Worldllg and lllIlbitiQ1ll "kum1" had plP,nned
to' clean the copra off the 8IIl!\1l islaMs next week and caaplete the work on
the main island the following week in order to have all of the copra harvested,
processed and bagged before the field trip ship's arrival.
Ebrlllllll, Josnej and the two youths arguad heatedly for about fifteen
minutes, then the fo1'lller decided to call all of the men together for a
~p.et1ng to discuS3 the situation.
Apparently the shorts"e of opaI"t:':le canoes (only eight at present)
l.':lUld render it difficult to conduct a sur"e)' in conjunction v.1th'the agri-
·~;itural s,ctiv1ties planned by them. The :"'~~cer then told the "lroi,j" that
t4? survey could be postponed if it interferred ',l1th the important copra
"'1'dng activities.
At this pOint the writer and Izikiel made a tactical withdrawal fran
the situation "to go to bed". The group transferred their discussion to a
spot outside the nearby reteil store b.lilding.
Shortly after this, the meet!l1g began and SOCD waxed hot and heavy,
The writer I\M Izikie1 strained their oors in a win attempt to hear what
:;. s being arfUed.
At 10:00?1"J/II. the discussion had reached such a IIMJs pitch that
the party was awakened by the uoise. It was so intense and heated that it
seemed to be a prelude to physical violance.
The meeting broke up at 11:10 P.M. and the participants retired
to their various hemes.
February 19. 1955 - Saturday
Ee.r1y morning visitors stated, upon being questiOlled, that the plan
Of camner.cing the agricultural' eurvey on Monday vould'be follotoi8d~ Questions'
as,~o...the reason ,for the intensity o.f the discussion ~'the:prn1aiJa night
1!lIP~'evasivelY and 'lAuEh1~. "I cannnt tell TOIl".• , "I am not the
1lU's1lQ' >to ilxplAin those things, tha chiefs will tell you"~ etc., etc.
Ebre8m sent an· em.ssary to'the '!,"",-ters to intors ,~, field pe.rty
t""t the originsl plan would be followed. Jc".nej arrived' shortli afterward
vitll the ....... stet_nt. He- 'stated .that the "eated arglllDllDi cClllcernBd the
C-ntiona vh1.ch'vere· teft on Uj11P...ft 011 the lnst field trip; 100 caaes of
vh1ch V!h'lI tenn by each group's store. .
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The question of paymilnt fo.. the C-ratiol1s had been brought up to
the writer the previous c'/enug by Erde.1, storekeeper t'or Joa,,"j. He asked
.whether or not the C-ratlons vo"ld h8va to '~e paiil for "hen the field trip
Ship ax·rived. 11e clam~" the. t p".fI!le"0 in f.l11 llould am·)unt to ",11 e~ their
money "ecehed from aalo cf tho oopr<l and t,,,,t tnoy wm;:J.d have nothing left
for p'o.1!"chasas of food. anI' othel' nec6~·siti€€.. '
F.r~~j \laS told t hat this q\.lcsticc> could only be ansvered by the
Field Trip Offioer, who ..,..s aU'ohorizo1 to answer that q2estion and if not,
the ansver oould be obtained from the Distriot R8adquax·ters.
It ....s alleged that tne Field Trip Officer did not make a definite
etaten"nt as to paymilIlt for tho C-rations. He allegecU:r told the people
tMt theC-retion" vouM oost ~3.65 per case; but vhen B.)me of t he older "'en
,·.,t,oi' out that they ddld not have m,mey to pay for th"", and had no rioe,
;'!.our or sllgRr,; the Field Trip Offi.0',r all~gedly told them to eat the
C···mUons ar,d it would be deoided later vhe';"har the C-rations "ould be paid
:or by them or not.
This unccrta:tr:"t:.y croat.:=!d t,,'o mc:o'tJ...,c·ds of dlspos~l of the much needed
L~·~'ations. Joanej .,:nd his f:P.'011'P dec:j.aod :..~) ae11 the C..:.:~'.:!:tion9 at the price
~;u~ted. Credit W~8 gra:1-iled t-:; t,ho~e ~.sk.i::.. for i~·. Only one hw::dred sixty
t..dd dollars were col1ec;:-,ed as ci:u..~h sales.
Ebream on th8 "t·her hand dist:'ib,,' ed hIs 100 mses to his group
1.I!!i1ledietely vlithout aSk1iJf.' f'or i:aymB.";,~ fe a~'p3!,,·;:;_tly tb-ought that paymell~
"""Id not be expe·,ted by the Go,'erooo,":<-"
The came of the arF"",,,t of the last llif"t was the faot that
I&Db\le, ",ho io EI. I::.Co'mber ')f El:!':.~.:....rltE el·':;;':p. after Cf):lSU."11·!.ng his share of
the "free" C·· rat1..:;l1S, pUi"'c:ms"3':' Bf;....·.:~n a(l.ditional cases from J·ol'.nej's store
at th9 going rat0 ~ I.8rabHe' s t"....TDl~ell"i:, is: 11 If thl:J C~d.tions are not' going
to be charg3d for by the Goverlllilent, Joanej should return my money to me."
l1;r:)::"e ·.sa aoU'lely auppo,-ted b7 four other m·,n "ho .lso helong
to Ebream.'s fT'O'r'!-".. "Irlyl.jll Ebr(,;~n c:/mstfit' Gupported the activo opposition,
all six of vh:>.• ""'f'I'" th"t if -:;!.e go·,er,·"".,,,t does not intend to charge the
pecp1!J for the C-ra"t:....,r..s J W~1:nf~ 1.[j Jus':" out of It~ck al'Q should ~(.:~pt it
philcs0phically. He ,:eodved ~1-js fun shaI'e of the C-....tions C:l,tr'.l:mted
among riB Ctm people, so the opp,)s1.tion does not feel sc;rry for hiD'. !tOO
feels ·C'·'··, 'ohe rnol'ey paid for Ii portion of th.. C-rations beloq~ing to Joanej'
group ."."'-'.l·~ romin vith that' group.
IlJmbve and AbnUt" who apearh.ac~,i the opposition reportedly almost
came to blo'ls at the height of the arguu,·ut.
Ab!l6r'lJ younger brether, Aluo, Oi'Ulle to the q=rle.., at 9:20 A.M.
lind expla1n.3d the situation, a ;,Ung for the ,rriter '. opil.Ion '-8 had been
decided upo;> fo11oving tte ir.cur,olu.'.ve a:t"gll'nent. He stat..d that LBmbve
lind his suworters v,?uId oome tv "s\ 'cb, sa:lle question, abmjt 4:00 P.M. atter
they have finished vorkinl' on th,,:tr cope,'" h "ds.
Alno stated that the group agreed that the writer;s decision "ould
be tinal. The writer reiterated that the Fiela Trip Officer or the admin-
letrative officials in the. higher echelons were the only persons empowered
to DIlke such a decision a~.d V.L'" he "culd discuss this with the Field Trip
Officer upon arrival of' the f~(>i.6. trip ship",
Aluo atte",ntE'a to obtain t".e ..~";.. ·..• l~ ,opinion on this obviously
tor purposes of quotation. Failing ;:". hi,,- "--'Ft he sought the opinion
of Izildel ",ho told him that he did :;',,'0 k.'lUI ',;no was right and besides
which it was none of the Assistant Agricult~rist'sbusiness.
The writer hac !'one into some de:t"n im:lescribing this situation
because it illustrates ttese s~gnificant factors:
1. The indepen<1ence' of both groups on Ujilall despite the
cooperation manifested toward each other and their close integration.
2. The growing strength of the younger men; viz: LIlmbwe, a
yo~ng man of achieved status whose ideR of a coope~tive work group
motiVated prbnrily nometarily, has taten such a firm hold ina
short period of" time. The fact that E~l'..am's e"n \/ho challenged
his father's "ill in the p!'esence not only 00: his own people but
In front of two visitors to the atoll. This is considered very.
poor form here in this connervative community and throughout the
rest of the Marshall islandD as well. IT. taukon, an Arno man "ho
1" relatively nonhistc.cate·' !'lwing gre,dusted from PIGS (Pacific
IsJ::ands Central Schooi) at ~",."k, and w"o has lived on Majuro as
an a<1ministrati"e employee f'~i.' the last, two years, expressed his
surprise at this out'J"xst mod disrespectful attitude. (This
latter case is a w.,·",c'· point however aM may be due to the in-
d;'vidual· aberretio;:.: ",: !l l·otm'tlir.r, scholor who has been free
from parental di~.c;fil':.:'ne and familial p!'Elssures for over three
years. )
3. The minor crisis sit'lsfi,on w'lJ.ch threatens the IlarlllOnious
ii.lterre-latioIlS!41.ps of the c:.r:r;·.:lr..:.:_t:~7 ·~~h·:eh was percip1te.ted by
indefil1i ':,en~;;,5 of' ofticial. poli;;;,/ t
4. Th;~ l=~j.nc:i.ples of open c,:·o'lte and discussion \.fhich are
operative despite the obviO'1s a"t;,,~rity a.nd presti~e of the two
I!iroij". The."~e pr:!.nciples have bz::en observed by the writer-in
the p,st on Lj;'lall.
"Iroii" Joane,i anrl five ·othars sailed off to ;{alo Island,
the farthest west of' Uji"l.all Village, at 6:50 A.M. to join his wife
aDd .three' o:t.her people who have been making copra there. ·The
tield pe.rty will meet I:im there Monday to commenCe the survey of the
atoll.
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The rest of the day "as spent. by the 'Jritel' and Izikiel in
walkinl' around the island to obaerve the work pattern and further examine
the ap.rieultural conditions.
The "kumi" wc,:ked. FrJream'a famiJ.y land on the me.in island, in
the morning and on Joen~j 's olrind in the e.c't.ernoon. They 1-1ill be paid .5.00
by each of the "iroij". The men 1-1he ,,'ere arv~ilJi!' ao heatedly laat night'
were ]a ughing, joking end workir.g tor~..:t.her t (;,::ay.
After the fie 1<1
atone and dirt !Jetty aa "
will work on this.
ahip "rrivea 1'0 ".
co_mal project"
~lanned to repair the
i>ll of the men in the
coral
cemm1lltt.y
Nine of '~he "k,m" members oailed off for Rai.l Ialand, oppoaite
'J.jilall"VillafB, at 3 :40 P.M. to 1"0 ajJ£"r fishing. The canoe worked the
reef running eaat",,,rd fro," Raij.
Tne mias1.on achool at'"dento comn:snced ;>:>:,acticing for the si'lging
·<"on wtich ttey will ent~rtain :':31kiel and 'ohe \lciter thia e-""ning. The
n· '..,sionary from Ku""ie, Raverelld Nelson SiJa, e"tended the invitat:to:l
" ..,terday.
Reverend Nelaon celled at 4.10 P,M.. to invite Izikiel a nd the
I'riter to the ·Jl!'.rty. He waa invited to ahare the meal which the field party
"''ia in the midat of, and did ao.
The tnio then adjourned to the missionary'a houae where a short
;:·,:ogram of songs emuee' f'ollowvi by r£~,-~ahmenta conaiating of 'two doughnut",
1. drinkinr, ~oconut a~ld a pieco ~? 1I1ull (the spong'y center of th'9 sprouted
C~COl'"t) for each ruest. Thi., "",a served by the mbsionary him3elf.
The fishing party returned at 6:40 P.M. with 100 small and med1.t:m
sized reef fish, one large octopus and about 100 "mjiIl\lllr" (amall bi-valves).
-E1~h!~echni~~~s - The only fishing techniques used on Ujilall
today are spearinl( [o'turcll';'], trolling from the moving canoes within the
lagoon ("kok.ltojllkjllk) or close to the ocean reef, trolling in the oren sea
("ilarllk), torch fishing at ni,)!t on the expose~ reef at low tide 'opearing
and choppinp. the fish ce.ught i" the tide oc·ols with machetes ("kabwil").
combing the reef at 10" tide durin/( the da,' ar-a the technique of surrounding
the fish ..ith p!ilm leaf frond "ropes and driving them into tlje beach (/lailele").
All methods of fishing knOl-!I1 in the rest of the Marshalls are known
here but the lack of nets has prevented uaing the profitable netting
techniques; throw net, and drag !let.
The four youths ..ho have been to Marahall Islands Intermediate
School at Majuro know hO\l to make nets as do some of the older men and women
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The rest of the day was spent. by the >Jl"itel" and Izildel in
valldnr arouni' the island to observe the work pattern and fUrther examine
the am-icultural canelitions.
The nkumin wc::ked. FrJ!'eet!l'S famiJ.y land on the main island, in
the morning and on Jcenej's olrind in the a:·~ernoan. They will be paid '5.00
by each of the niroij". The men Hhe ''-e'''' "':f,ui"" so heatedly last night
were 1:1. ughing, joldng end work:ttg tor·:..t,hE:l' i '....iey.
After the fieon
stone and dirt Itetty as a
viII work on this.
ship arrives it . ~
c~lnal project.
~lanned to repair the
All of the men in the
coral
callnnntty
Nine of the "k",<!!lin me!llbers o9.iled off for Rai.l Island, opposite
'Jlilali"Villaf8, at 3:40 P.M. to go sp<:e.r fishing. The canoe worked the
reef running east"r"rd from Rai.i.
Tne miss1.on school .·~"l,l.ento cOllJJl".snced ?"acticing for the sbging
:'oh which t!:ey will entErtain :':3ildel and 't'le v"itel" this e7entng. The
!'t., ;~lonary from Ku~aie, Reverend Nelson SlvTa, e::tended the invitat:to";l
,...:terday.
Reverend Nelson called at 4,10 P,R. to invite Izildel a nd the
"riter to the ·p".rty. He was Jnvited to share the meal which the field party
''''is in the midst of, and did sv.
The tnio then adjourned to the missionary's house where a shcrt
T-,.'op-am of songs en-sued followld by r(':~~~shments consisting of t.wo doughnuts,
'i drinkinr, ~oconut a..ld a pieco ~ l "iu" (the spongy center of th3 sprouted
C:lCOfiot) for each. ruest. Thi.J ·...~s served by the m13sionery hirr.zelf.
The fishin/< party re'vurned at 6:40 P.M. with 100 small and medi"'"
sized reef fish, one large octopus and about 100 "mjil1lJBrn (small bi-valves).
-!1~h!p~echlliq¥~s - The only fishing techniques used on Ujilali
today are spearin!, ("turcll'iJ, trolling from the moving canoes within the
lagoon ("kok~ojBkjBk) or close to t~e ocean reef, trol1in~ in the 0F€n sea
("ilarBk), torch fishing at nicllt on the expcse-' reef at low tide .pearing
and choppinr. the fish c•.ught i" the tide 1Y'cls >lith machetes ("kabwil").
combing the reef st 10" tide during the de:: ar.d the technique of surrounding
the fish with palm leaf frond nropes and dl'lving them into the beach (llil1ele").
All methods of fishing knovn in the rest of the Morshalls are known
here but the lack of nets has prevented using the profitable netting
techniques; throw net, and drag !let.
The four youths who have been to Marshall Islands Intermediate
School at Majuro know how to make nets as do some of the older men and wanen
liliB learned the technique which was a"'luired by their forebears generations
ago from castaways from the "estern Marshalls who landed on Ene"etak Atoll.
Nets hs'!e been "oed "" U.jik!l but tbey becama worn out. !Jet
materIal had been order<:::.i mar~~T times in tho past but has not yet been delivered.
It is recommended that e..'ery possi'ols effm10 be mads to obtain net material
and that it be delivered to U~;iJ.aU at: SOOi"!. ;.::1 pC~;3:tble in order to 'enable
them to improve the exploitation of ~\,;.>;; nr ...~ resources of the atoll.
Turtles are c?u"ht w!.th nets mo': ,'': strong coconut sennet ("ekkwol")
This material is appare. :(,1y to:) heavy for ',l nc~s bl;.t is very effective for
captur1n~ the large tur.::~.es. ~·".m of these ", ~.rGe :},.1lphitoians ,.rere netted this
'WE!¥' during the past year J four of them last Jan'..l.i..n:~r.
Stone f,j ph trar.e or ·...Ieirs ('!men h\were r.,c,t lls'.":fl on Enewetak and
are not used here. It iti said t~1B.t t.l':ey ,.,'j::"a not neede;:, on El.'.8·wetak because
of' the aburrlznce of easily cauphc. f'.r.i1 and other Iilarine life f.l,ud that they
~~ve not be~~ built on Ujilaft ~n~use of unfavorable reef conu~tions which
l.. .'·lid render them of little valulJ.
The <rriter believes however than an att~mpt ohould be made t.o
" ··(!o".ll1lge the people to COnst:i:"'llct at least two limen. The reef area rot both
uc;s of the main island appears to be suitable for the location of fish traps
and the western reef area especially is repularly exploited for reef fish •
. ''': n~;.C'Y 20, 1955 - SurltlaZ
The early morning hou."s were srent by the people in preparing for
cburch services. (The pppulzt'.'cn is lOu;. protestant.)
Everyone put on the!." oest clothes (from the scanty store of
clothing possessed) and gradually filled the church, a large building of
green painted sheet metal in good repair, This edifice was constructed by
K,vy Sea Bees before the Ujilail people were moved to the atoll from Enewetak
and is in better condition than any building here. The interior is
immaculate at ell times.
The church is the focal point of the community and the activities
of the cburch comprise most of the social,'. ,ce of the community. It occupies
an extremely inport·ant part of tb? Bocial r '.:.r"'" :cture here as in the rest of
the Marshalls which are at least 90% Protecte.nt.
At 9:00 A.M. one of the assiste.nt pastors blew the conch shell
("'jilel"t summoning the porolace to worship.
The bell was rung at 9:13 and the service began. The usual
Protestant seryice of prayers, sermon and hymn singing ensued.. Services
conclu~ed at 10;55 A.I!,
A group of '.he people sang a few Trukese and Marshallese songs for
the field pe.rty, standing around on t.he cleared an~ pebbled area in front of
the church. This lasted for about twenty minutes.
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Same of the congrera~ion disper~ed to their hames, others sat in
the shade in front of the clmr..:~l~ and Chat'C.E-.L:; others sat around 1n the
writer's quarters ,looking at t:,e snapshots of Ujilatl people teken by the
writer on a previous fie\d stu ',. in Odobc:<' 1952. TheEG pictures have been
the subject of keen in~rest since they ve~e the flrst mo.de available for
inspection, upon arr~ve.l of the p.orty k st ThurEde.y.
The 1Jl"iter ,,",'BIt{ed non-stop around the entire main island to gain a
better perspective of the act1vities ano agricultural potential1ties. The
total time elapsed from )'OL'1t to point was 2 hours and 15 minutes. A fairly
regular pO.ce was kept of approximately 3 f<~t per step despite the somewhat
H ""fic1l:t coral stone a:'ld s<:t.ndJ terrain exi~ting on most of the route.
The mid-day reeal consisting of coconuts, "1u", and a few of the
:'>h c"ught last night w.s takan at 12:50 P.M. by most of the people.
Abvut two dozen people, old and young, ate tOi!"ther in the shade of
~ '.Fl.rge breadfruit tree beside the c~1urch. These were the group of roo.Ie ar.•d
':1<"1e adult3 lmown as the "Pr13jiden ll (Prc8:ldent,;1) and the "d:::i jer·~.x"ll in ja="
,.:1urch workers). Most of thein are In."'rrie·l cou;::.as. Tl·,,=se church vwrkers,
,he act as sextons, nchurch grri.ld It "Ji)r}cers, etc .. :> Ohar.,go2l from year to year and
,·.:l.'e elected by ballots east by a.ll 0:' the c''''l1&e~.tion. The1:'e are "L1oTO
Presidents, six female church wI')rkers and ,:-.' .:-ht male church Yorkers at the
present time.
1&:nb'",e brought up the subje:-::' of the C-rations ROO asked the opini...,n
of the writer and Izildel conc'-.:'J.·ning tb:1 dispute. His question as to OP:'~l:i.Ci.l
was unanswered, of course. }{;.j ~ltat€~ t:wt the Field Trip 0fficer had said
that the C-rations would have ~o be ~~id for.
Afternoon clnirch sel·~,:.1..ces commenced at 4:00 P.M. and concluded at
5,10 P.M. The cS.wlday services differ from the rest of the Marshalls in that
a man and woman preach at the same services here. In the other atolls, men
end women alternate eyery '.,leek. otherwise the procedure is the same.
Some of the congregatton gathered outside of the church to chat.
The women in one group and the men in the other.
Plans for tomorrow's canoe trip to !{alo Island and the other island:;,
to make e. survey, were discussed by Ehream a nd members of both groups~
Ebreamand several of the young men called in the evening and
talked about various things.
February 21, 1955 - Monday
Daily activities commenced about 6:30 A.M., youths and small boys
went out to collect coconut toddy ("Jekru") as is the daily routine,
The "I<um!:" members went out individually and in peirs to the place
of work for today.
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Some of the older men rest1J1'.e~ t.b'r sennet. ("ekkvol") maldnp;
activities. Those men and "Ol·'.~n end cr.;." "1 \].. '.,0 "hn to go to Bieto IsiaId
to finish up the copra m"king t"ere '18.ite.· .'01' 'ol:e tide to cane in to a
Sllfficient height to eno"le t;'~"1!l to gPot t>~'Lr O·-.:'')es out over the offshore
lsgoon reef. They """"c·t tc sjJ<)oo t"o or -:hres ... ;'S b canpletion of the
"orl<. Three canoes "iil sail for th., island. T;:~ canoe for Kalo also vaited
the favorable tide.
All canoes got underway at 1:25 P.M. the Field Barty and a five
man crew including Ebream sailed off in the "MissouriII (named for the battle-
ship). A short stop ""~ made at Bieto to cfnoad the passengers (t"o "omen,
t~r'?e children, and one man) 'Fha Hill wor1\: on ce-pra. The "MissO'Jri" arrived
at Kalo Island At 3 :45 p.l-!. CT,e large fish vas caught enroute.
Approx'ct,,,,tely nalf
B~eto making ccpra.
of the population are divIded bet"een Kala,
The remainder are "orking on Uj ilail Island.
'fhe survey of Kalo "I\S started immediately. Kala ,,,;pports a goo'!
",:,-:nC of coconut palms; however they are (";:t'IJ\Id~'1 too c108e17 togeth9r and
::ly produce about ten tons o~ copra annill'.'ily, according to informa,·,ts.
About fourteen three year old breadfruit
~tion. They prOduced fruit initially this summer.
variety (lime juan" )
trees ere in hee.lthy cond-
These are of the seeded
A small stand of dr;,' '-"nd taro of the almost inedible variety ("',r.,t")
l~ located in the center of tho iEl""e... Edible varieties shoWld also do "e:;,1
on this sheltered island "hie') ;13 cc.r:p3r··'.t.:'vely wide. Numerous bearing
papaya plants are scattered :::s..:'cught.":l"j" tr"3 central section.
ihe soil appesrs to) b'" very good. It is fsirly moist and loamy
despite the long lsck of raine'all. It is a Ue!'ed that the central portion of
the island becomes very muddy during the rainy season. "Like a mud patch. II
A large number of "ild pandenus ~IIer',/S.n") are scattered throughout
the island. Th",re are none of the desirable food bearing pandarms trees on
the island nor are there any of too type "hich produces the best materials fer
mat maldn!i ~11"""""'l\ll), found on Kalo; nor are any of the latter found on any
of the islands of the atoll.
Copra production could be increased considerably if proper
agricultural methods were practiced.
The underbrush is quite heavy'around the cocormt trees throughout
most of the island aId consists mainly of large 'fl<atlal" trees.
Kalo 19 quite wide and salt spray should not be a serious problem;;
as indicated by the successful planting of the bresdfruit trees. Lime trees
and soursop might do "ell here.
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A few temporary huts constructed nostly of local. Materials..1011th
tin floofs are used when the island is being ,,'orked agriculturally.
After inspecting the island everyone took the evening meal together
in a clearing among the 'JOCO!.ut trees near ':;he bP.&ch. After the customary
blessing, asked by "Irt<:tj" Ebrsam, the meal of "idole" (a black skinned fish
averaging about I pound in weight, 1<Ihich have very sweet white nesh), drinking
coconuts, "iu", rice aOO canned meats (the latter t"o items contributed by
the writer and Izikiel) was consumed "oy all of the twenty-eight people on
the island.
A good catch of "mol.." had been made el1:'lier in the afternoon
Using the surround method kno>m as Walele". The school of fish is surrounded
'oy a "net" of palm frorv:la tied together and the fish are chased 'into the
""~llow >lSter onto the beach where they are speared.
Only a generation ago the commoners ("kajur") had to ask permission
~rom the "iroij" prior to sett"i'lg fo:oth to ~.atch this prized variety of fish.
"'jis tabu ended after the fath,,, of the pr ,"ent ";.roij"died, in early
'. t"
.:"::!8nese lmes.
.
The tabu against catching "nole" wltholrt permission from ths "iroij"
t11ed out cuite earlier in the other Harsha:l Islaads.
Tabus also extended to lend orabs (cocon"t crabs)., turtles, perpoi"",
~nd tuna, on EneHetak Atoll. All of' +>h,se ood to be talwn to the "iroij"
first and then '·lere divided by him and ,u'stributed.
These tabus do not e:d-st :!locay on Ujilall as they previously did,
V1th their strength and super'lqtural sanctions, but all large fish, IlISJIIJIIals
or amphibians caught must stiE be brought to the chiefs for division and
distribution.
Iziliel made a brief explallF:tion to all concerning the purpose of
the trip to the S018.11 islands of the atoll and outlined the plan of operation
for the coming day.
'Phree fires were lit in different parts of the "camping" area and
the pecp).e grouped around and adjacent to them for some conversation preparatory
to retiripg for the nirht.
The writer, "iroij" Joanej and I.orenji, Ebream"s younger brother
chatted for a while. Their conversation was quite revealing.
-They stated that they like hikiel and think he is a verq kind persoll
("ejoij"); which is the prime criterion for evaluating individuals'in the
area ofpersonaJ. relationships in this culture: They said that he "knows how
to talk to them", unlike some of the llarshallsse from the U. S. Administration,
both Navy aOO ciVilian, ··.ith whom they have had contact.
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The pair asked the t.,T~~t.er to see if he could have some sailoloth
sent to Uj11ali They have aske,; for sa11,," '/ 11 and paint for the upk~p.
repair and operation fo their ,'.l[·.. iling oenr ,"as Hell as fishing equipnent
many times in the past; :'':.It, ~c far t;~.~ m.· - l'2.ve eithe~ been only ]:8rtially
filled or not filled at "n.
The special field trip vh!:t'.l the
last December brought an inadequate o.munt
sails. Only eight of the thirteen sailing
because of this lack of material.
·"'ie!ld t.rip ship made from Quam
fJ? sailoloth, only enough for tvo
canoes are in operation nCM
As the "iroijll ~ald: "canoes ana fishi-ng eq1lipnent are the life
of U.lilsll. 1,lithout the canoes ve ""nnot get to 't.ne other islands in the
lagoon to harvest the coconuts. Without the fishing equipment we cannot
,..~toh n.sh to get 03DOugh to ea.t. ft The vriter had heard the seme request
r:d complaints f'rc:.ll 'liroljU Ebr~am fIl..d othsrs earlier in the day. The same
equests and complaints were maae to the writer in October 1952.
Pet mat~ria1 (thro\n1et and dragnet) in large quantities, net sinke~2j
:?rge qus.ntity of small and medium sized hoo¥s and a Rrnaller numbA~ of
·.lege hooks suitable for trolling I'or the bigge, fis!), are bedly no"ded. A
_.~~avier t"eight canvas than that supplied from GUfI.m on the last unsatisfactory
'hir:ment is clesired. The lighter material is not of long duration. It is
3Stimate'; that 500 yards of cr.nvas will fill tbe requirements.
Paint necessary for the upkeE'p of the canoes which are obviously
~o important in the atoll econ~1Y has also been long on order.
The long a'raited orcsr of paint was '"filled" only last December "y
the special field trip from L;;':,~·l \.rith 10 gallons of red metal bottom pair..t.;J
16 quarts of enamel "for f!aT'~::-.'- :urniture, etc." (neither of these are hardly
suitable for wooden canoe' hul}.si) Marine paint suitable for wooden hulls is
obviOlisly retlUired. The only worthwhile '·t2ms delivered in the category of
~lnt materials Here 5 gallons of caulkinc ·':.~·.-:'erials nnd one quart of drier,
and paint brushes. The writer disoovered this blunder earli~r jn the day waen
inspecting the contents of the two stores.
The storekeepers and the two "iroijll 'Here surprised and disappointed
when inforrned of the M ture of' their purchase. The had planned to use these
materials to pg.int the canoes after current crop of copra had been
harvested and mar'a ready for mar'l<:et. They plan to return this useless (to
them) material on the next "ield Trip.
It is reconnnencled that 50 gallons of marine paint suitable for
vooden hulls be obtained for the U.jilall people as soon as possible. This
;,ill take care of the current needs and provide materials for future upkeep
for a period.
It is strongly recoMnended that every rossible effOrt be made to
get all of the lIBterlals mentioned above to the 8.toll-as soon as possible.
':'hey are the "tools II of the eeonany' here and absolutely essential for a
self supporting community
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~s the writer has pointed out before, in offioial written reports
BS '.fell as verbal reports, these iOOustrlous and '-1611 organized people
gaD take care of themselves if 'c,he equlpnent necessary for carrying on their
economic activitie:l are r".l\de (';va-lIable to them. This, In.th competent
E.gricultural aid and a(h.'~.ce fUrl relidble logistic auppo:-t to get their caeh
crop, copra, to the mar":<et and to sunply tha necessary imported staples,
will bring eoonomio stability to tho Ujilafi people.
Fsbruary 22. 19S5 - Tue~
Cooking fires were 1J.t at dawn end the morning meal consisting of
boiled "iutl soup, drink.lag rr.lt:1 , ripe coc.-:"r';l:.:.ts and the raw and boiled fish
left over from last nig~t I s ~EiJ.l \Jas takei:.(~
IntermJt-tent rain prevented an ~2.::'ly st~rt but a follow-up survey
~f the isle.:1d, \.d-;~h sele~tion. or seed nu~,:,s in v:_z~'" cOimnenced at 8~05 A.M.
despit. the light showers.
Ripe fallen nuts were seleeted ft"OIi1 tl-"'_~E;e "motherTl trees. The
''''.rlmum we1l!ht of the hus1<ed n:lts was 1-3/4 pou.ils and the minimum was l-i:f4
~~\unds.
The trees lolElre marked for future use as a source of seed nuts for
propagation.
Iziklel explained the crlte!"1.a of selection to the two "iroij" ar3d
the young men from each group who actl3G as his assistants. All expressed
great interest in the operation.
A nursery site '\-ras ti-:;lected by IzildeL The area ",ill be clea!"6d
of grass and selected seedlin(" nuts will be planted after lofro. Iaukon has
given complete instructions to the group at Ujilal\ Village.
The survey and selection operation .....s completed at ;,00 N.M. and
the party awaited the incoming tide to sail to Enemanit ahe next island on
the itinerary. Earlier high winds threatened to delay departure but they
soon abated. Roth canoes, from Ebrea.m l s group and Joanej' ~oup respectiwily"
'Were put in readiness vhile aHaiting the favorable tide. Mimor r-ep3.irs wer03
made to the hulls and rigging and oDe of the sails was patched up.
Vhile the group Haited for a favorable tide the women had prepared
food end led by Joenej' wife brourht it to the men ,.,ho were sitting in a shelter
out of theweather- '.iaiting for meal. l1KE.::ol~" SODRs were sung by the women
while approaching the shelter and Hhlle they stood outside of the shelter,
One of the songs 1.1hich "ras in a joking vein, concluded \-lith \I.bo people came
to this island: a white rnan anda.man from Arno, \.,re '-lent them. to came here
to Kalo ar,ain and stay vi.th us."
The food, carried on palm leaves, was laid before the writer, and
the "master of ceremonies", Aluo, made a speech stating that the IIfoOO was
small but is given fran the bottom of our hearts and so we can a 11 eat
tOf?~therll. (The usual deprecatory routine) After the conventional ac.ceptance
WlIs made by the writer. "Thank you, the food is not small though; it is
very good and you are very 1<ind. Etc." "Iroij" Ebream who divided the
bulk of the food emong the 1000:;' people asked the usual blessing a nd every-
one commenced eatil~.
The meal conEtsted of one baked chicken whidh had been cooked
whole in the earth ovell ("urn"), one sliced paJl!'ya (both served to the writer
and Izikiel only), raw and cooked ri"" from ,;esterday's catch, bread
prepared from the scanty supply of f'bur, usini' coconut toddy ("jekru") as
yeast and graied ripe coconut "creamll as ~nceten1ng and baked in the "um",
"jaibo" (a water and Dour "gruel") and t:'" inevitable drinking coconuts
completed the menu.
This prs.entat:Lon of food accompanied by singing is called
"kams"8jk8j" (hun:;- it up), i.o., hurry up and pac-take of the food. This is
distinguished frOlL "t8l", the formal presEntation of food to an "irotj" by a
large group ~uoh as one 1I'bulalcn11 (d1"'ision of an isla..'"1d).
SOMe of the fish caug~o yesterday were hung over a coconut shell
- .re for smoke dr,fng.
Several of the women p,athered dried pandanus leaves to be used for
""-king mata and initially proceased the materials.
The minor repair work was resumed on the tl/O canoes which had been
o':~,m up on the beach. These :Cocal ,,.n,,es are much bigger, in all of theI:-
c>-;lensions, than the canoes in 'che ot.~1e.~ Hlrshall Islands. The bow and s'/;..:;:cn
r.interchangeable) of the canoes are ,'l!J.l':;:ower and curve up to a sharp tip'd'41.dl
is all/aye ornamented with a s~l~.t ee~tion of palm frond. (This is not don'"
10 the rest of the Marshalls) ~he ca!!oes measure approximately 40' long
from bow to stern and 16' from ':,ha hull to the outrigger nest.
The Ujilal\ people handle.these craft very smartly as might be
expected from a people who have been so dependant upon canoe transportation
in their'daily activities.
Even 'some of the women sail the slightly smaller canoes by themselv~"
and also go out fishing in thSlJl by themselves. Activities which are not
performed by '.·'omen 1n the other stolls of the MarshallJ<.
The high winds resumed and saHi"~ 'as further delayed. I'T1nds
abated sufficiently ~o permit sailing at 2:30 P.M. A large turtle was
lighted in the water when the Canoes were about one quarter of a mile from
lralo.
Arrived Knemanit at 4.30 P.M. after ,a very difficult and wet sail
nth much tacking and battling .he choppy waves. This trip only takes .30
II1nutes under normal weather cenditions.
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A brief survey was made and nuts suitable for propagation were
taken and the "motherll trees marked.
This island is small(;r than Kal.o and there are less coconut trees
on it. 'rb.e soU is qui~·,e good. Th~:re are no papaya plants. Squash vines
are found in good quantitjr and bore ;;.bundantly last summer. These are the
descendants of the squash seeds ·o:.~ou:-~:t in ~,~. the writer from Honolulu about
four years ago which were obtained £::.';".11\ thf;l Cvllege of Agriculture of the
Un1versit~' of Hawaii.
Copra production is said to be a:x;'.lt t\'10 tons annually. There are
six breadfruit trees on +.11e island, only tuo of ;'J::'ich have reached the bearing
stage. The only pandanu3 found are the wild variet.y (nerwan").
Departed Enernarrl.t at 4: 45 p <~io and arrived at adj acent Enelap at
$:.30 P.l:. Enelap has mo=e coconut pa.'lms than Enemanit and less underbrush
~i1aJl either 1;:a10 or the latter island. Th~ trees on the whole are spaced
ceCiter as well.
There are five breadfnrlt trees here, only one of which has reached
':-; bearing sta~e. The only variety of pandanus present is the "ed......,.~anll•
....:ere are no papaya plants on the island. The anrmal copra production is
eaid to be,about four tons. The soil, on the island appears to be quite good.
Four large nuts were seler;~.:-::d from as ma~ trees and the trees
."t.:"!'e marked for future referenc~. Tha:e 1·7ere no copra workers on either of
,he islands at the time of the visit "f the survey party.
Departed Enelop at 7:00 A.H. Februar:l' 13, 1955, Without delay
thanks to favorable tide and ..i'1d conditions. The winds were still high.
althou;)l less so than the previous day.
Arrived j[ilakon Island at 8:45 A.U. This island is smaller than
any of t11e others visited and has less coconut trees. There are no papaya,
pandflnus, squash or breadfruit plantings on the island. Breadfruit "ere
planted here previously but did not grow. The soU appears to be moist and
good. Although not as good as the soils on l~alo. The annual copra productl.cn
is estimated at ?erhaps one half ton. Kila~~on is connected with several.
"bird" islands bj-- reef and sand bars on bo'ch zides. These islets may be
reached on foot at low tide. A large nock of birds "ere nying through
and o",,-er '~he tree tops of the island at the time of the visit. The island
"'as deserted of large foms of life othenrise.
Deoarted Ki1akon at 9:00 A.t1. and arrived at Sieto on the leeli'ard
side of the ia~oon at 9;25 A.~I. Bieto 18 larger than the islands previously
visited l-rith llhe exception of Kalo which is slightly larger.
There "ere thirty-five people 110rldn~ on the island at the thle
of the inspe ction, and three sa!. ling canoes 'Here dra~m up on the landing
beach.
The soil appears to be quite good here. There are t"enty-nine
breadfroit trees, only tt-IO of ,·rtlieh have reached the producing stage. The
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on1y variety of pandanus is the wild variety. There are only a few papaya
~ants on the island. Squash is absent but ;185 been grOl"ln successful.l.y.
P>e coconut trees are healthy b:lt are cro;,dr,d too closely together although
to a lesser e::tent than C:l the ;·~hcr s;'iiall islands previously visited.
Copra production is said to be about six tons annual..ly.
Host of the islar.d has ceen clea~.'~:· of underbrush, more 50 than
ilia other islands visited.
One of the sur<ey party's canoes .... 0. danUlged slightly in going
through 'the reefs off Biota and the necesser' rep3!.rs delayed sailing frem
the island.
A meal of t'tol0 boked chickens, baked "bre:=.dll and. drinking coconuts
was prepared by the women on th~ island and served II a1 fl"'£5COIl to thE! party
f)f twelve, under tr.13 palm trees fringing the canoe landing.
The usual songs and speeches "-lere made by both the hostesses and
:"-" guests; uith 51)8c1a1 humorO"15 references to th.e Heather to be encountered
...:ing "c,he ensuing eail to Raij, the next island on the itinerary.
'rhe two canoes departed Bieto at 12:45 and arrived at Raij across
~e la:oon at 1:35 P.M. after a smooth and easy sail.
Raij is about the sarr.e size 25 ~ieto and presents approximately
,; 9 Barile picture in regard to coconut pC'llms, which are too close together,
,,3 usual. The underbrush has bep.n pretty lle11 thinned out hOl-lever. The
.~oil ap~ars to be good but seent': to be sandier than that at Bieto.
There are no papaya, ~quash or breadfruit plantings on the island.
~s usual the o~r pandanus pres~nt loJere the llild variety. Breadfruit
,.ad1in;;s have been planted here but dieJ. shortly after being planted. There
is a well on the island, 'the only one on any of t he sma~l subsidiary islands
of the atoll. 'l'here are t'Wo \'!ells on the main island from which potable
ilater is dralm throughout the year.
Departed TIaij at 2:35 and sailed straight across the lagoon to
the main island.
A school of three large por,oise 1'!~S sighted midway across. The
method of catchin.:; porpoise by encirclin,3 t.'1em \'1ith lines of canoes and
frightenine; thor,l onto the shore by clapping stones together under ;later
(ttjibu!d.U ) "Jas used on Enenetak where porpoise are said to have been
plentiful, but it has never been done by this group on Ujilall.
The tHO canoes arrived at Ujilall Island and beached at 2:50 P.ll.
It was said that under ordinary sailin[; conditions the entire round trip of
the atoll could have been made in one da~r. (The la·~ oon area is quite sliwll,
only 25.47 square '.ues. One can sit in a canoe in the middle of the lagoon
ar.d see every island clearly.)
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The conch shell was blown at 3 :40 P.H. summoning worshippers to
the regular t.rednesday aft.ernoo~:, ~Lu!'ch ser~-·· c'?'s.
At 3:45 P.M.. l:c:th of 'l.lle C<':':.;('C-:;·· un~~e!'''''1eY to return to Kalo
and. E.'1etnanit l1ith fl.df~it:':'~;l:':tl "::v}-lra w():c-i<.el'~; 1 ~~.l,J.11es aboard. The people
on the small islands w~:,.l commonce C(:~d11g . "'.": t,.~~il)!TOW in order to spend
Sunday on the main island, to attend ,.hurcH """re,,,,s primarily.
The liednesday afternoon sel'7ices ""cled at 5.15 P.M. this included
the school for some of the older "dults whioh is conduc'oed every lJednesday
following church serft1c'":.:s by Rev, ~relson. rfhe currictG.UD1 consists of Bible
study, arithmetic, geogJ'e.phy DIl:l singing. G~cly e.:.te.,!> adults, mostly
older peoplfi, attended tcday's services. Most o~ t1'e others being absent on
the small islands.
<~;:f'.lysis of t.he atq,ll survey
It was observed that l'ractJ.cally the S8J!l8 general conditions exist
: ' ell of the islands in the lagoon, to varying degrees, to wit.
1. Cl-lercrowding of coconut trees. ("'hiGh is the rule
rather than the exception throughout the lilr"ball Islands.)
2. Heavy underbrush and non-foodbearing trees which
crowd - out t,he cocomlt palm~ and rob them of sunlight, ,,,,,ter
and other nutrients. 'fhe UC'lufll strand vegetp.tion: Messer-
schmidtia argelltla (Hkirin"), Scaevola trutescena ("k5nllt")
and other varieties of cree~ l.:!g plants are ubiquitous and
form the useful and "~cess"':,7 functions of providing a wind
and salt spray brea", ,o;,d in soU retention and soil building.
3. A total absence of the more il<Jible and desirable
varieties of pandanus as uell as t.~1e variety, the leaves ot
which provide the mo~t pliable 0;::." r ··"urable materials for
mats and other woven handicrafts \ "l .. ,UI!lIIIa.i1t1 ).
4. The paucity and in some cases total absence of bread-
fruit trees, espacially those which hwe reached the pr<lductive
stege.
,
5.
papa;"',
etc.
The need for mol'e plantings of food plants IIIlch as
banana, breadfruit, pandanus, limes, squash, J'UIIlPkinl"
6. The scarcity of livestock.
7. In addition to the above, the importance of canoe
transportation in the economy was graphically impressed lIPon
the writer. These craft are abSOlutely essential in the
oxploitation 'of tho nntural resoUrcos of, tho "toll, both ter-
restial and rn.'!rine.
Unless the eaDO~B, all of w:~ ~h ere rapidly deterornting,
because of laek of j:aint anc1 ("'1'" "" ·,t o.f whieh possess sails,
are operat.i.ve, effid,ent· and Ba::'-~ ... ~"acto:":t e:A--ploltation of these
natural l...esot:..... (";os ":''El.tlf.6t be real~.zed.
R. The miezMtory 'Work patt-:rn '.J~J seen in operption aad
well as the close eooperaU.nn bet:..reen ~he t",o Boeie-political
rroupinf!s'~' It was' noted -l.,;,l:lt pO..Jp:.o frem 'both f,bl"'~am.IS group
and people !'rom Joo.nej '~grO\\P were 'Working together on each of
the islandS>1here copra vas being made. or course close kinship
ties exist ce- V';'leen t!J:3 two group"', themem.ber~ of 'tJhich are
related sangu',llSlly a,ld/or affir.ally. '
~~commendations for Admipistration Action
Tho recmmnenda"t.1ons for adr.;,inistrative action are as obvious as
the needs, e'.en t.) the layman. It is rec~nmended that the following action
.' ta'o" ~o help the Ujila! !"'cple improve their econolIl;f and general
s~ ::~le.tion:
1. ContinUe the agriculttlral extension program initiated
by Mr. Izikiel J.aukon,· ",ith him in Jl2mul<1te charge of the
operation in the field.
2. Concommitunt 'lith the program of education-demonotratl.on.
the nece.sary s",dlinpl and plantings of breadfruit (several
vartetiee, pani"~ :.::l.S E..•!_'3r. in I!lany varieties both for t!ood End
textile materi~".~. bl.:!t·:.~,::· ~oconuts (such as the select variety
found on !Cil~.)." _,s.narr: ,.:; 1 Sa.l;'=l,C~ and pumpkins. All of the
items mer..tio.c;.;t ~JB.ve r:.':)ven 'J"..:t here. other plants such as
limes, orylenu ~~ro, tapioca, eoursop, etc" should be
exper~ented with.
The plRntings should be brouitht in c'm-ir.g the months which
are favorable for p~,nt1ng because of s"fficient precipitation.
3. The feasibility of taro pit construction for the raising
of wet taro shoulil be investigated. This would provide a
reliable source of food.
4. Importation a nd upgrading of the livestock. Turkeys which
thrived on both Enewetak and Ujila! before the war should
be brought in.
5. Make the materials necessary for greater and more efficient,
exploitation of the marine r,sources available to the Ujila!
people, i.e., fish net materials, fish hooks, line, etc.
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6. Make the materi~,necessaryfor greater anq more
ei;ficient exploitation of the agricultural resource~ available
to them, 1,.e., spade~, axes, maclwtes, etc. '
7. Hake the materials necessary for operation and maint-
enlplce qf the sailin" canoes ava:".lable to the UjUal\ people.
This is'absolutely essential and Gannot be over eInPP!'~ized.
8. Insure re,,4ar, reU,able and ~dequate ;Logif~ic !!upport
to 1""et the masic !leeds of tile people of this i~o~lie!1 cCJIIII~tYi
tom;lice s1;aple imported food stuffs and suppl.1es ava:!J.ab~ lin\!
~ Fh~. cash crop, copra.
This coupled with ,n l.mproved agricu:J,tural proF&m shoul4
stimulate increased production of copra.
',lbe INljor 90"t 'If this program should be borne by the Administration
'.0-1 'rritten off as an in""stment in the economic rehabilit~~i9~ of the
l~spossed Enewetax people. .
A very minimal token payment on a !png term basis !,~~d be asked
end "ould be desirable for psychologic'al reasons, but it wou+~ pe unrealistic
:0 force the cornm1'l1ity to assume the canple~e ""!'enses invo~;r~~, indebted
as they are at pre.sent to J;mCO for necessary food shi\ll1ent,- !'llceived in the
~,os1;. uhen insufficient .copra uas on hand to pay for said f9,~~f '
I
If the above recommendations are follOWed, plus ~ BPssible
additional reca.unendations by the agricultural experts in ~~ ~p'cal and
staff' levels, it is believed that economic stability can be lIglP.-eved in tjlo
near future. This will obviO\lsJj enl'l:1le the local peop+o 1;q'm,ke a more
satisfactory adjustment to thE.ir new environment. "
The problem is not a difficult. one· as' may be seen: 'f'he ex-Ene.,tak
l"/Ople do not yet have the "dole psychOlo~"which has ]:>eeln!~N-festedby
,~'t~ ex-Bikini people now on Kill Is1800..' '1m·rever if j1dminiQ~~af.~ve ai4 to~"Il1 consillis of only the emergertct shipr,lents of ,fo9d n'll1,~ ~q stlln Off"~F ll!l11"necessaI"J clothing, they' may veI')' ",e11'-1'a11 iritp 1;h,~ ~~ i1nf0ffunate but unavoidsble RolUap, "D.?," attitudes of tli3 out~tJ:hed
~ and tlul begging bowl.
'l'his undesirable condition can be avoided ]:>y;l.9Jli'~'p~~f b,,!/.i<>;~cono~c stability along the lines rec""""elill!lillhlli!~~~~
8A ~ai~,a~ P9~sible.
l'ebruad.??ll, 19" - Thursday
. ?'l . ?-. .. ;: .,
, "
, " , .
:.:.: :'...., ...~ ~ - ...
" 1:!"!1 '.-
• t .';. . '.~ ,~.
Local attitudes "cvere also discussed. The missionary expressed
his admiration of the industry and friendli!1ess of the Ujilaft people.
This has also i.."11pressed the Hr:.t:::. .... ar.d Nr. Laukon~
Rev. Nelson s~,::"::'ed that. 't.Jhen he '!:-' _'st arrived on Ujilafl. two years
ago, he had the same difi:iculty that. rwst :: ·.'",r.~f!l·S experience in under-
standin.; salle of the local dialect. 'J~~-~e c::~: ; ,:·~ical variation from
"standardll Harshallese is quite marl~ede
Three canoes, each carrying four 100 pound bags of copra, arrived
from the snail island of Sieto ;l+, 8:00 A.rr~ and tl:~ CI"~HS unloaded their
cargoes, carrying the bc:gB on their shoulders through the then shallow
t"later. All of them returned to Bieto at 9:15 A..E.
1:ost of tl-:.e Itktnrti II members joined in rialdng copra on the main
i,~land. Less than t.hi.rty peop18 were on the main island. The others \'Jere
,":.ing copra on the smaller islands of the atoll.
The desire to make as much copra as possible ?rior to the ar~ival
'_ l.he iielcl trip ship is obviously uppermc:;t in the thoughts of the Ujilafi.
)":::le at this time.
One old man spent the morning atter,rpting to patch up a tattered
:!moe sail.
Two canoes loaded Yith bagged copra arrived from Bieto at 3:40 P.M~
and off-loaded their cargoes.
O"'J'er tvl0 hundred "mole li or lIe]j1c" were caught off Bieto, using
the surround method (Ilalele ll ). Ii. portion of the catch vIas brought back and
clistributed on the main island. Every household received its share. SOr.1C
of the catch 'Has eaten ratoJ, sane Has roasted over the coals and a portion
-dill be sun dried for future use.
The tuo canoes returned. to Bieto c:~ 5:10 P.I~.; sailing weather had
been good all day.
Februa1;[ 25, 1955 - Friday
'bolO canoes Hith the IIkumi" members aboard departed at 6:10 A.N.
and 6:20 A.!~. respectively, bound for I:alo l1here they vIllI spend the day
maldng c 0Rra.
One c.snoe s'rrived from Kalo at 7:00 A.H. A portion of a large
catch of IImol e ll \,las unloaded. Over 100 of these delicious fish Here caught
by the lIa1ele ll method at Kalo yesterday. These fish are available all year
round but the catch varies according to vleat.l-,er conditions and the habits
of the fish.
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A clutch of 120 turtle eggs uas :( ..:''..mc. 0:1 Bold!m Island and brought
back for distribution.
Both Iliroijll bJ:,ought ~ por~:·.on of the ;-_'.:~~ed catch of' fish to the
field party l s quarters "'Del. sha::-ed bre:~kfas-r. 'uitl: "':.:,;(~ latter liho Here in the
middle 0; it. Tamer, "Il"oijll Ebream: S uifc: (uho cad carried part of the
food) sat on the noor just outside of the roCI'l and Has passed portions of
food by her husband.
At 8:15 a canoe loaded Wi~1 passengers and their gear arrived
fro1:1 3ieto and gear, th~~ women :..lnd childrer:. rJere carr1.ed ashore. The canoe
c.e!?6rted at 8: 32 to reblrn to Jjeto. Routine aC~vivities were carried on
ty '~he people relr!aining on the islcmd.
Host of the min-morning loJas spent discussing various i terns of
~.lterest ui"cl: the 'G't'lO lIiroijll 3..'1d two other older men.
Joanej brought over tiHO large roar:'ted coconut crabe (llbartl lipll)
~er anQ accepted an invitati~n to remain for l"illlCh only after being
. .l.3.ssured t:lat the field party had enou$h food.
The tHo II iroij II , Dr. L~mbwe and several others have expressad
concern as to l>lhether or not the part~rts supplies will be enough W1til the
l~eld trip ship arrives.
The Ujilal\ people are (~;rtr6:·:It;;1.;:" Zoodconscious as might be expected
fran atoll dlJellers 't-l'ho obtain '(,l1eir ':1":-- '"'V; from the sea and soil the
resources of llhich are not gre-s :', and 1,,:1':0 .. r;.:e CO:'!10 to regard the imported
foods such as rice, flour and 8ugar, ~s staple items of their diet.
l:arshallese can surv~lI'e on a diet consistinr.:; of coconuts and fish
plus tmatever veGetable products happen to be in season., indeed, most of then
did just that durinG the 'Jar ~'ears vl:19n 1;.he supply lines from Japan l'Jere
cut off by the i'.merican hlockage. Although these iter,ls Hill sustain life
they do not fill t.~le psychological hun.::;ers for the ir.1ported foods of the
diet pattern acquired, in the f1ase of sone atolls, almost a century aeo
t1hen these staples l"Jere added to the abori~;inal diet.
The Earshallese do not any illore loJish to go back to the diet of their
ancestors e;~clusively, than l10u1.d the averace American Hish to be confined
to the coarse and r,lonotonous diet of his forbears or to canned goods alone.
The Ujilafi peo~le are especially dependent upon imported foods
because of the scarcity of the important seasonal staples of breadfruit and
pandanus, e';en uhen in season. 'rhus, although they have year roWld su:)plies
of coconuts and a .fairly good source of supply of fish, varying of course
with the lJeather conditions and h.abits of the foms of marine life, the
Ujilaft people amdously await the arrival of the field trip ship rdth its
'Supplies of ,the staple' lind .storable items of rice, nour and sugar.
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The stater,lents "Ihich they have made and are now making:
hungry. l'here is no food on the atoll. ll etc., should be analyzed
li~t; especially nffil during the present period of shortage.
"l-le are
in this
One need hardl;r emphasize tha'~ hunger is a psychological as llell
as a physiological phenomenon in the human organism. Close at hand proof
of this, if indeed proof were needed, is the concern and dissatisfaction
expressed ~r the Ar.lerican Trust 'rerritory employees, especially the house-
wives, "men shipaents of frozen and chilled food stuffs (as well as the
staple dr:' GOods) do not meet their eA'"Pectations or felt needs. Some of
these inc~ividuals become highly emotional and quite voluble at the mere
r..e:,tion of lettuce, tomatoes and other edibles l-Jhi.ch although comr,lOnplace
in Guam, Honolulu and points east, are rare delicacies in the Larshalls.
All of t~~is concern i.s ri:l.anifested despite the fact that canned'
ffilbstitutes or quasi-substitutes for most stQ~le American foods are avail-
,,'de r:'iost of the tiae.
The local ijarsr~l1ese vegetable ~nd o~ner fresh food products,
.;. mn if available in sufficient quantities 1 vlould not be acceptable sub-
:'~itutes for the foods to lmich the average Anerican has become conditioned.
IlIroij" Joanej spent the bulk' of t~le afternoon cutting out side
pl.anking fo!" a canoe from a lar;;e piece of driftHood with a metal bladed
a.-i.ze. '.che log is one of the r,lanJr "'hich drift to the islands of the Harshalls
r.Mm the "lest coast of the North American continent.
In earlier days driftwood, which was highly prized, in this area
i.:~ere heav;r hardwood timber is scarce, was the tabu property of the lliroijll
and had to be turned over to him forthwith. This was true of all worth-
IoL,ile flotsam and jetsar:l. The custom had been in abeyance throughout the
[·iarshalls, Enel"1etak, and Ujila1\ since Japanese times hOloJever.
At 5:15 P.l-!. the conch shell "as b1mm by E1ji to call the Homen
to their I"riday afternoon services. The uinister's lJife, VIho according to
t~e church orzan~zation should perform the function of leading the woman l s
services has delegated this authority to Elji.· The church services con-
cluded S'(' 6: 00 P.1:.
Febr"",,- 26, 1955 - Saturday
negular routine activities continaed. Copra was spread out to dry
:m the special Qr]'ing mats (ltjir...3iTl ) in front of post of the houses. Copra
is sun dried exclusively here on Ujilaft and in the other atolls of the
iortln.J'estern l·Jarshalls. This is in contr2s'G to the areas of heavier rain-
fall where -'~e tec~miqu.e of smoke dr~ring l:l.:..st, 21so be employed at times.
~:L.o P.l~.
,peration.
'1\10 sailing
Only about
canoes loaded \~th passengers arrived from Bieto at
30 "mol e ll Here cauGht on :Jieto today" in a "surround"
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A flUl~· of excitement Has c:~ea'~ ~".. ', ~.- a. 5:11311 boy fell 151 from
a coconut tree. Apparently hi6: ';)ones :.iere ~-_8'~ u:..c<:cn bt~t he v'Ias shaken up
considerably. Unfcrtur..at81jr t:-ll": 10c::'1 Eea~:~~1. 11.5.0. ·.:c..5 still enroute from
Kala and \laS not able to see tl S ;::o:,{ at, -ehB ·(j::i.i.O 0';: tLe .:J:ccident. ri'he
victim nas carried to a nearb~" nJl:se <Oll1G. 1a-'i.d on n r.:at to await llDr. 11 LBmbwefs
arrival. (He later di2LT.Osed the c~~e as nut serious.)
~i'our canoes loaded liit!;s ?ass~ngers and coconuts arrived from l~a10
just before sW1set. About 40 "mble" had been taken at Kalo using the "lilele"
technique of fislLLnc.
All of the available ripe coconu'~5 (IlH aini ll ) cn Bieto and Raij,
the personal islands of "iroij"'l" Joanej and Ehream respectively, have been
:-:6e into copra. The islands of Lnelap, I:nemanit, KUakon and the small
··...:1t 0:: copra nuts remaining on the main island will be fully e:>"'Ploited
, :':-.e e.:.d of ne::t Heek•
... "..... ,. 27, 1955 - Sunday
~10 canoeR arrived from Kilalcon Island at 8:00 A.M. loaded with
, ..,:~engers and coconuts of the ripe and sprouted variety.
All of the atoll people Hho have been away on the smaller islands
J:lve returned to the main island: "J:"ith the e~;:ception of ten people \Jho
''''roained on Kalo to look af'ter '::' ..'3 dr:rin:; copra which remains.
At 9:00 A.I'!. one of t~1e Cl:.UI'ci1 (··'-'l~rs (lldri komat ll ) bIeN his conch
tihell annoW1cina that ti:e time 1m'" SiIDc".cy " '(,:;-'::lip "las at hand. The people
commenced drifting toward the church a'~ this :.:·~:.,e and continued to do so
for the ne::t hour, despite the f:::.ct that ser=;~c9s had commenced at 9: 30 (as
soon as a sizeable congregation had asser,lbled). Th::'s apparent informality
is the recular an<.i. accepted pattern throushout the Larshalls.
Churcl1 servi.ces concluded at 11:00 A.H. "Iroij" Joanej and a small
group 01 the older ?eople sat chat~inG in the shade of the coconut trees
outside of the church. J
"Luncheonll consisting of ripe coconu·i:.s (U."laini ll ) on the IIhalf-shellll
was eaten at 1:: 00 P .1-1. by the group, who dispersed shortly aften-Jard to their
varicus ~c:.:es to enj03r the Sunday afternoon llsiesta ll , as did the rest of the
populace.
Th~ peace and quiet of the village was interrupted at 3:20 by the
sonorous call of the conch shell, blat·m by anot.."er elder.
The regular SWlday afternoon church services were held shortly
~fter the call to uorship had sounded. "Iroijll Ebream and a group of people
:rom both socia-political groupings, ~ost of them young men, gathered out-
~ide the church and conversed for several hours after services.
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February 28, 1955 - Eonday
The "Heek day ar;t.ivi.t'i..es cC:i:~ectedHith :"ousehold routine commenced.
The conch shell 'olo't'm at 7: 2!; ......11" ca~~ed the nale church members together
for the monthly l! j ar in komat ll (chur ::h mee ~J~..ng of the elders). After a short
religious service, church business 'W"iJl be C:iscEdsed and plans for the
coming month will be made. The IIdri :Y.omatU commenced assembling immediately
and the meeting commenced at 7:25. Only church members in good standing may
qualify to have a voice in church aflairs, i,e., non-sreokers, non-drinkers,
non-adulterers, etc., (The oifeness of drirudng alcoholic beverages and
C~!::.ttin:: adulter::T have apparn:,"\tly not been a prc.blem 1'1ith the Ujilaft people)'!"
'.:.·::'ei~e are a sizeable number of l:smokcrs ll (lldri kapatat!l) in the group hOHevere
The presidents ("prejiden") met in the foyer of the church. The
:,wo "iroijll 'Here lJ:i.th the group as might be expected considering their con-
.- c=",~at:"ve net,ures. The lldri ld~.e" (people 'uho look after thinGs) met outside
. -:.ier t:1.e coconut trees, at a distance from the senior groupe The lIdri lale ll
, oL·.er and youncier men. The senior group is composed predominately of
~er 111en. LBCh group discussed its business separately until 8:00 A.H.
·.l:.m the lIdri 1a1e l : joined the IJprejidenll outside the church for a joint meeting_
The fonnal meeting concluded at 8 dO A.Ii. and most of the group
3athered outside to chat and eat t.heir breald'ast of coconuts and a small
.<.:.mount of freshly bal;e6. bread. The food 't',85 divided up and passed around
by lIIroijll Joanej. Several ehLC'.!'en as 1:e~~ as Joanej 1 wife and another
l:lcmber's Hife were innted to s!'.dre tr.e .>:....:.. ...
Some of the other men, chure!l r,KlI,lbers and non-church members alike
joined the group, sharing in:t~o food anG ~articipating in the conversatio~
·The group camm~ced breaking up around 9:20 and everyone had dispersed by
9:35.
At 9:45 a small canoe which had sailed dOvm to the Hestern end of
the island early in the mornin:o:, returned loaded Hith bagged copra' which 't'l as
then offloaded and stored in the copra warehouse whieh is located adjacent
to the jetty and t;le canoe landinG beach. All copra is transported either
by canoe or on tile nenls backs. There are no Wheeled vehicles on' the island.
At 10:00 A.ti. Izikiel and a group of tlventy-five men of all ages
comr:enced preparing the site for the coconut seedlin.:-; "nurSeryll. An area
30 1 x l51 adjacent to the church and ?rotected from excessive salt spray
by the adjacent store building, '\'1a5 ~1eeded and sand ldll be brought frarll
the nearby ~asoon beach to provide a bed for the selected coconuts.
This operation 'Has planned wit:lthe t't-1O lIiroij" last week. l'lost
of the able 'bod.ied men on the island worl<ed on the project.
Sand was carried in copra baGS, buckets and palm leaf baskets
and deposited in the area which had been enclosed ,<1th stakes and Je ngthwise
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pieces of sheet metal. This ,'ill keep the bed ;It a uniform level of
about 10 inches.
Lfter the work hc...d (; :':.8 on for an llour or so, it wa,s decided to
break up into four ':"1O!'k group5 \ It:CLUr.t I1 ) eD.c:1 one to fir..ish one assigned
section. Lorenji, Ebrea~nl5 YCW1;...GJ.' brot:-lI.": ;!as asked to name the gVmlpS.
This action \.JaS taken because it i·1at: ,~.e('~.'- by ffio~~t of the~roup that the
work was proceeding too slowly and LS ·C.• · _ cl~:f distributed. (Izikiel
had nothing to do "ith this decision.)
(, T:,e project ,·,as completed at ll: 20 and the ;;roup gathered under
the palm trees in frent of thz church to enJ.oy a lunc~, of Ilsoup" made of
eight cans of tinned meat and seven pounds of rice vlhich were provided by
the field party. These vTera cooked into a thick and t.asty gruel which was
"njoyed by all and had the expected psycholo~ical effect of turning a hard
piece of work into a Uparty". .
Izikiel met ,-lith all of the men in the CoUncil House at 1:20 and
:-1-:e for one bour en improved methods of plcnting cooonuts and other
:.icultural pr9blems. The lecture was e.;:r:ellent, bot.h as·to subject
:-:-tter and delivery, and was received with interest, as evinced by the
. _telligent quest.ions asked during the period open for questions. r-rr.· Laukon
;landled both his material and audience .expertly.
The "kw;ri.", both "iroijll, a nd others remained after the lecture
t,() d:"scuss plans for copra maldnG for the period remainin~ before the field
ttip ship arr~ves. The meeting became quite spirited as most of t~em do.
All plans of the mcumi" must be approved by the "iroijlf before the'lJ can be.
cxcc\ltcd. 4 •• "
The reason for the unusually spirited meeting where Ehream' 5
voice was raised to almost a s~";.out at times, "I-laS revealed later uhen Adrift
and Taniel, tVlO member of "kumi ll 2nd ar.1OIl...:, the more agressive members
of the conununity, sought the ::-.:i:'erts opin:·.on on the cause of the heated
argument. The lIiroij" alle{;,edly objectee". ~.. .:J the lIkwni" maldng more than
~5.oo per dqy, as they plan to do. Thi~.'·::~ be done when blO different
landholders request the services of the ":~:""..1 i'l ror half a day and each pay
the r10rk group ()S.ao.i
Adril\ and Taniel "ere reluctant to nai'"e "the pople "ho object to
the "tumi" mc:.;:ing ~)lOc.OO per day.1I but finally acbnitted th~t it was Uiroijfl
Ebream and Aluo (\'lho naturaly is not a "kumill member). The re'.son for
the objection Has aller;.edly not given the ukumi ll by Ebream and Aluo.
The 'Jriter of course was noncommittal about the strictly community
affair. This situat:1on is ncteHorthy as an interestinG problem in cultural
dynamics. It j.s significant in that a recently formed group such as the
"kwlii", composed of most of the youpg~ of the qmmnunity, is strong enough.
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the question the decisions of the established aut110rity (the "iroij"). The
"kumi" represents a potential threat to t..'1e established authority and may
or may notun4e~e se.id authm:-ity, eventually. Em,rever, it must be added
that IlIroij" Jeanej sided 't:u t.:-t ·~le "ku.:n:Lll in this particular argument.
Ebream state~ that he thought that the men should clear brush as
well as make copra and that. the final decision on the course of action
t1hich will be followed: "is not clear yet, but will be sooh."
The strength of this work organization composed as it is of. the
younger eJ.ement (including the old er sons of both lIiroijll) and with a monetary
oriffi1tation, is an important factor to be considered in any administrative
plarmiIl tS for "community develop~uentll or anY' other similar e~enSion sOheme.
The rest of the afternoon was spent in bagging copra and readying
. ,.8 canoas for torr.orrowl s sail to Enelap, Enemanit where the rest of the
d.pe fallen coconuts available vn.ll be nm.de into copra.
A group of small boys spent part of the afternoon sailing home
",de model canoes in the lagoon shallows bzside the stone jetty. This amuse-
;.."~nt is knmm as "kadrivrutwutt'"
The field party had been ~nICn!~~ ~~ the late afternoon that the
vromen of' the island were pre}J8ring food for & I;~lrt~r for them.
At 8:15 P.i'Y. the writer and I'3ikiel liere asked to go next door to
the Council house '·lhere all t..~e l'70rr..en i'·iere 1-ai':.ing. A table, covered Hit.~
a clean and ironed, blue and white chBc~eTed tablecloth (a rarity herel and
surmounted by a kerosene lantern, had been prepared and the visitors were
seated, as vIas each lIiroijll le-ter, one of the latter on each end of the table.
The large corrug'dted metal Council House, which is also used for
canoe sail stora[;e, vIas soon filled vlith femames of all ages.
Tamer, the liife of Ebream,and Bi1a, the wile of Joanej, acted a6
official hostessess and mistresses of ceremony, directing the singing znd
distribution of food a nd mats.
The Ilmak8jk8jl1 proceeded according to the time honored pattern:
Bila ste?:!?ed fOl""\lard from the group 'l11ich stoo~· in a semi-circle before the
table, 0.1·', maQe the customarY deprecateI';)' speech: '''Ie thank God, that he
has al:-'.v .. eC. us to be to..;etner as one heart here this evening to be happy
to;-;ether. 1;e l'1anted· to visit you a nd brin[;. you a little food and sirt:. some
501''.0S. The food is not very mUCh, as our atoll is poor, but we want to visit
you and enjoy this evening together nevertheless----", etc", e1;.c., etc.
The food was then served by Bill and a younger Homan. A pJa te
containing a baked chicken leg, a large chunk of bread and a baked "iu"
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l-~as p}.aceC. before the writer first, then another pla te was served Izikiel.
A pE.n cont.ainini;'; the same foods was placed before each lIiroijll after the
visitors had been served. Additional chunks of bread ~nd tliO more small
baked chickens were placdd en t~e tahle before the guests of honor•
." .
The tuo 1'lrn1.t~:e58ess" t·:itcdrew to the rest of the group and Tamer
jold,.ngly armounced that the lIgr:( t· ~s Z:::.ou.::..d ~-''9.t a~1d we women will try our
beat to ail\."; a song; lve cannot Si:lg ~lery ~ '''::~ 1 ::>ut '\'8 will try. 11 etc., (the
usual" .apologetic routine.)
Th~ C1J.5tomar;r blessi% Vias a5kec~ b:r J:oaneji t~1e meal was started,
and the enterta:i.runent he ....an. ':'ue of the must. irl·~ere.s"L:ll'1;,,; songs presented
was one which had been composed last December b~T oS. local BaJ.Ja deer. This
:"s a song of friendship to American visitors to the atoll.
11Dr! Am€'rika II
I:Ju6n in m8tan ilajar&k ko.
":':'.mur !{o re jamin oktak.
.. ':'~~ korn jen ijen &&n ijin~
::i:!)n mij bvle en am jem10k eo.
Dri Amerika lm·re-e ko
Tar ererl:!.oktok korn nai!hon na.
Jikin ro8M in."
Trans: ~mer:lcan (person)
UHere is one of the arrangements made
in Grder.
The r-romises will never be bhanged,
bring you from there to here,
Just be patient so that you will have
the final result.
American, whm He are welcoming to
jc)in our feast and to enjoy the
food on this tc.'bIe."
The climax of the evening came when the \;omen formed two lines
and slovlly walked in opposite directions around the table sinCiJ12, a llkumalofl.
son;;;. Head leis ( lIt-JUt ll ) were placed on the heads of the visitors and four
sleeping mats we:. e placed on th-e table by Tamer and Bila.
Another h;i;g,hli.1ht of the eveninf: .-jas the VJelcoming dance (lIerer6kt~klT)
perforned with grace and ,,'erve by one of ':'.~ prettier yoWl..; matrons. This
"laB accompanied bJT the sin_iI16 of' lIl)ri PJlh... _·,,::c:." by the entire women's "chorus".(The v.~ord rtererUkt6kll means the beacb.il\;, of a cs.noe on an island and alludes
to 't-ls1coming a visitor to an islam.)
The customary speeches of thanks were made by the writer and
Izikiel and the party broke up after a fareuell fSOng was armounced by Tamar
and surIu by the entire group who w-aved their hands in a faret"ell gesture as
they sang. Tamer then announced "rYall, it 1s finished now, goal ni6ht. 1I
The group then dispersed.
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Table conversation had been on the Hhole in a liGht vein commen-
surate with the situation; houever the two lliroijll did bring up seferal
serious questions "'1hich shou1d be reported. Joanej asked if the writer could
"show them a wayll to better lcr;istic support and increased contact 'tdth the
outside rerket and souroe of supply. Ebream,.,d he both complained bitterly
of t:J.e isolation of Uji:c:.fi and the inadequacy of the present contact with
the outside llorld•
. They .d.ted the more advantageous position of the other atolla in
the Harshalls .:t.;rich '\'1ere serviced by Uarshallese boats and more recently by
the lmCO schooner, I:JILJ...4Z':fA, as "'!ell as the quarterly service of the Field
Trip Ship.
When the writer asked t>~em if they preferred to be under the
administration of the Ponape District they stated that if this meant more
f'requent visits of the field tj~:Lp ship t.lap at present and no increase in
:'~e price of trade goods nor deerease in t>.e purchase price of their copra,
3. shift of administration would be desirabI.e~ otr..ert·d.se it is iJnmatericl
.~ '1 them whether they are under the Ponape ~)r ~!arsl:<Jll Island District
"\ -::ninistration.
This see..l'JlS to be the general conoensus of 0pln10n of the Ujilafi
~~~x-Enewetak) p=ople, who are quite ethnocentric and \~ho were part of the
Ponape District with its diverse ethnic groups, duriilg two previous foreign
r.egimes (German and Jap:lnese)" There seems to be agrowin~ attitude among
e,,,. of the yohnger people ho".,.,er, of l::i.nship "ith the 11 rger Harshall
J.~.1.ands connnunity. This is especiaD.y true of those among them who have
c~ttended school and/or have taken training in the 11arshalls (at Kwajalein
and llajuro) and formed· friendsr-;.ps ,lith other llarshallese t:,ere. The entire
group of course has been orient".::vl economically toward the Harshalls since
t~e administrative shift following the American occupation.
Joanej himself told the writer that the advanta:,e of bein:I with
the rest of the Harshalls administratively is the common language, IIis
attitude in this respect has chang~d considerably since 1952 when he wentoto
great lengths to leI:. the writer lmmr th2t: Uwe are neither Uarshallese nor
Carolineans, we are people fran Enevretak Island and. Enjebi Island who lived
on the atoll of ~ewetak.11 Joanej told the writer, in the course 'of' last
night's conversation: lIlrle are Harshallese just like any other l1arshallese;
they told us thi:t at the last Harshallese Congress we attended (1953).
A canoe loaded with passenCers arrived from Kala at 10:30 P.N.
rhe clear moonlight night allOl,ed this ·nocturnal sailing.
!-larch 1, 1955 - Tuesday
Aluo caine in at 7 :30 A.N. to explain his attitude toward the llkwnill
This aggressive and intelli....ent yolJIlu man, ll1ho ':'s lIiroijll Joanej" nephew,
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stated that his main objection is that tr.e ,"'Il·:'v L1.:l1 aereement of the cooperative
work group was to '",0 rk copra o~ly on a cOLL-act b..,sis on the land of anyone
who requested the service of t.:1e-1I1a.:rlill 'lila goin-> wa5e was to be 05.00
to be paid the group for l,;or~~.1l...> from 8100 A.I,i:.. '':.0 5:00 P.!'I.
His argument is that the work grJup shfJuld ~,}ork on a daily basis
and V!hen the coconuts have all been rr.~de inte> copra on a piece of land, the
"kumi II shbuJd not collect their pay and move onto another person's land to
make an additional :::;5.00 but should remain on the first job contracted for
and finish out the day'ts l'iork clearinG brush or doing anything else needed
for the agreed upon compensation for the whole day's l'Iork (8:00 A.M. to
5:00 F.N.}.
The initial plan of operation had alle~edly been satisfactory to
';e:::J'·o:~e until it nas realized that most of the land percels have a relatively
. :-:a:"l cDIOU."l.t of co':onut trees 0":1 them 17hich allm'Jec'l the llkumi" to finish y.p
",he copra in half a day in most cases. Ebream and fluo therefore felt th~t
-::,~~ ~ v:o:.:k erQ1.tP should continue working on the same piece of-land fot: the-
··cod. 5.00, even though the copra had been finished, to w.1ich the llkumi"
. :,,'ctoo.
The writer believes that Joanej, "ho is not as farsighted as Ebream
(as baa been 9,emonstrated on other issues), is siding with the lIkumi" because
the size of his own faJTlily lands on the main island ,lould give him a full
day's >;ark from the' Hork grQup :l), produci1lg oopra,from Hhich he will get
f'. quick return. Ebrear:!, vJhose i.<:n0.:y ilOl61imgs are also extensive, on Uhf}
other hand apP9rll"S to be takin; (in c·:,~c.::·~~]. 8nd long range view of the whole
situation from the paint of vi',:1-1 of i;'f~l :,:,.\ 3-'"'lent of agriculture on Ujilafl.
The work of bagginG 2nd weiO·'..i.nt cop~a continued,
back and forth from the copr", Itmds on the ends of the main
bags of copra at the t'1ar·ehouses on the lagoorUrront.
The ref:.ular monthly service of the c:1urch members,
(church at tIle be~ining of the mcnth) commenced at 8:30 A.11.
church members, most of whom are the youn;:, men continued the
activities.
Canoes travelled
island unloading .
.. -., ~
IIJar nan aliBft
The non-
economic
The services concluded
and in the church foyer to cr13.t.
at 9:47 A.M. and the group gathered outside
The groups dispersed at a little after noon.
A group of small, naked boys enjoyed surfin~ off the ocean reef
eluring part of the mornin.:1.
Church school ,,,,as held by Rev. Nelson for the children, following
the church services for adults.
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The cement cistern "ext to the Council House was cleared out by
a ;,roup of men, both old and YOu!',;:;. It has been eJ<treme).y .1'lltlly arid full
of empty cans and other trash which floated around in the srell quantity of
scummy, ~eeni5h water.
A came loaded. t-.r.ii.th io:Oi'~":'Ji'5 1e.:.\:
p:p the copra there. Another left for ~ .'
depi rted for Ene1.lanitarn Kala IslarJ~~3 c_
expect to remain on the small isleruis until
return to the main island.
:'Jr Enelap at 2:40 p.~!. to finish
o.t 3;15 and the remaining four
.. ;':30 and 5:45 P.M. They all
[" iday or Saturday when they will
"Iroij" E3lream ard r_i..s wife and sma.ll child=en and a few other
people went to their copra lands at the ends of the main island to spend the
n1~ht and work on copra for the rest of the week.. Only a few people remained
..:n the main island and fewer still remained in the village area proper.
lI•.rch 2, 1955 - Hecinesday
Ordinary househoJd tasyoS were carried on by the few remaining people
.• t:,e vill""e "hich has assumed an almost deserted _ppearance.
D::;r:Jing.
lI.'i.th men,
Rev. Nelson held church school in the church BuildillJ, in the
It consisted mainly of sin.,..ing various relil5ious and secular songs.
The last canoe (in operable condition) left for Enelap at 4:00 P.M.
l-;omen and chlldrep aboard.
- -
The faithful were :;,c"",oned to ,Iednesday afternoon church service"
("jar in !Jonje") at 4.t1.,t; P'}!'J only a few people were on hand to attend.
The service were followed by ~l1e uSlml church scte..,l" for adUlts, also con··
ducted by the Kusaien missic:L;ry. School was recessed at 5:45 P.11. Hos·" of
the group gathered outside in front of t"e church a nd sat chattin,; until
sunset.
March 3, 1955 - Thursday
Routine actiV'ities continued. ~-.: e ..everend Nelson held church
school for children in the morning.
Six small pigs were killed in the aftemoon and cooked in the
earth ovens. Some of the meat l.'aS eaten toeether by the church group plus
the two "iroijn, at 8:00 P.I1. outside Joanej' ,hOOse. The remainder will be
eaten tanorro....l.
March 4, 19S5 - Friday
Routine activities continued. COOrch school for the children vas
held in the mornin". Aj; 4:45 P.J.!. the conch shell was blmm by a female
churc!! committee member' ("Dri ]iomitin) to a.-on the women to their weekly
service ("Jar in KBrll") women's church. This service is he]d on Thursday
rather than on Friday throu&!>out the rest of the Marshalls. The services
were followed by a si%ing lesson conducted by the energetic missionary,
scion of Kusaion royalty and Portland, Naine seafaring follt.
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March 5, 1955 - Saturday
The norr:lBl routine continued. l'11e cistern ne~"t to the copra
warehouse 1·ms cleaned out, all the 't~ater bailed out" etc .. , by Joanej and
three si.:tall boys. It hnd been in a ".rer:l filthy condition. Joenejl 'Wife
and a couple of young ~o~en assisted in the operotion later in the afternoon.
Sio: canoes returned from Kalo, Enelap and Enemanit in the early
part' of t he afternoon. One of them returned to Enelap to pick up aelditional
passen~er5 and return tacorrow morhing.
All of the copra has bBen made on all of the subsidiarjr islands
r..mr exce)t for Enelap vlhich is almost co:.~pleted...
The re~;ular Sundajr routine 1'18S follOl·1ed. Church services and
~11i.·.rch Cor;U".littee meetings 'Nere l,eld in the morning ~s usual fcllmved by "!Cr-
. -'_p in the late afternoon. No :ood t-Ias ccoked by the local people as per
/'f,'Ular church injW1ctioz:. An exception 'H::~ti made for the visitors houever.
';""ch 7, 1955 - Ilonday
Several of the canoes uere reiJaL.-ed; plank lashings of sennet
.t'epJ2 ced, seams caull>:ed '\-lith strips of prepared randanu5 leaves (llmai\ll),
;..~te ~, in preparation for transpm·ting ·the rer,laming bagged copra from
Bnemanit, I~al0 and ~-nelap to t~~~8 cop:::.'~~ ~.;arehouses..
Church school 1'Jas heJ.'.~ for t:18 JToungsters in the morning at
Rev. nelsonls house.
l:ost of the canoes departed on the favorable tide in the later
afternoon. Tuo round trips "Here made by the two lIiroij" in one canoe, to
"aij to l,icj, up bags of copra. Ilaij island is directly opposite the villaGe
and onl.;:r a short distance by canoe.
A nest of about 100 turtle elms "as uncovered on Raij and the
prized delicacies brou~ht back and distributed to all of the villagers,
proportio~nte to the size of each fam~.
'.:,.;.8 r:eople have become increasinc;lJT an::dous during the last fet~
days as ~he anticipated time of arrival o~ the field trip ship draws near.
The exact arrival date has been subject of much conjecture and
questionin~, as the Ujilaft people have hurried to get as much copra made,
bagged, and in the "arehouses prior to the arrival of the ship t-lith its
eagerly awaited supplies of staple food stuffs and other badly needed ite"~.
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Jera, 1"11fe of Rev. Ernej, and several other female relatives pre-
pared a r,leal of "mokwonll (panda'"1us which has been boiled then baked and
se:-ved 1'1it.. a coating of grate~t fresh coconut); drinking coconuts and a
baked chicken. fi'he food vias b".'ought 1.0 neve Nelsonts house at 8:00 P.U. and
served infonna1l~r 't:lith a few sonSs follO't'Ji~g as entertl!l':Lmnent. Among those
was a Trukese son~ taug'lt the Ujilafi people. by Rev. Nelson who had previously
served as a mis::;ionary on Puluwat, i1"1 the 'I':'ul~ District. (A good example
of ho".l soncis as 1-Jell as other culture traits have been and are diffused
throughout this area.)
Harch 8, 1955 - Tuesday
. The routine activities continued.. k healthy boy flas born at 6:00
A.l1. The case lias handled by some of the o:.del'" female relatives of the young
ll.~ther, in -iihe abs'~nce of llDr.~1 and lirs. L~5r;b:;e, who ara Ti'laking copra on
t.~eir land on Kalo Island. (The yOU1'g fat.he"' subsequently named the boy
~l'"~obinlf after the Hriter). r.i.·Odt of the men rer:.aif'l.ing in the village,
l..':1cludinr:; the tuo lliroijll went to the easte-m end of the main island to
.... reef fishing; using the surround technir.fle ( lI alClle").
Five canoes returned from :Calo Island just be:!'ore noon", loaded l'lith
,!ee rest of the copra fran that island. 'rhe? all departed for "'nelt,p shortly
before noon to collect the remaining bagged copra there and transport it t.o
the warehouses. Two trips were made to Enelap, the canoes remaining on Enelap
(,., the last trip, to bring the remainder of the copra back in the morning.
The fishing eA-peditiun retuITv:'!d at 2: 00 P.M. with about 80 "mole l1
;ihich 'Here divided among all of "the f~ilies and eaten raw by most of the
::eople.
Harta, the local "seerrl (lldri l~anan"), ..mo is not on Enelap dreamed
that the field trip ship will arrive tomOrr01"l. I:ost of the local people
balieve that. it lIlill arrive because lIarta has had dreams foretelling ship
arrivals and four non-specific deaths "hich have come about just as she
stated they would.
Church school "as held in the late'· afternoon for '.he children.
The people on Enelap will have a party this evening to celebrate the
completion of the hard <lOrk of getting the copra ready for the field trip ship.
Harch 9, 1955 - Uednesday
Routine Activities continued. Church school was held in the
morning.
The canoes loaded with the remainder of the bagged copra arrived
from Enelap in the late afternoon.
1'uo hundred ltmolell 'Here cau:ht by the llkum.i in an hour, on the
Enelap reef area by the "alele" teclmique and part of the catch "Was brought
back to the village for distribution. 'rhe local people say that the appearanc~
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of large sc."1oo1s of IImo1e ll such as have appeared reccntJ.y, after a period of
scarcity of fish, pressages a r:1':;.ve fran tile atoll. Just before they· t'lere
moved from :Gnewetak, unusual);" large ::;c110015 of th:i.s fish made their appea-
rt.:nce. Perhaps this cu~"ent he-lief and discussion is a reflection of
basic insecurity.
Rev. Nelson stated that on Kusaie just before the American forces
arrived, large schools of fish known as Iltu6ill appeared causing the Kusaiens
to suspect tilat something Wlusual was goine; to happen..
~urther evidence of lc~al belief in natural signs Which foretell
"...~.e ':a-:'ure, (a 17idespread belief throu6hout the world, including the United
States), lIJaS exhibited during the everiin,g l'1hen Jam and others sali a seabird
·~'~'"inC-'9BSt tiw r,ussionary' 5 house, ·l-ihere they were sitting, and heard it
_.:, out. 'llI~is is a sign that one of three things 11111 occur: a death, the
::rival of a ship or important DffiiS. Of course, the group interpreted ~1is
; .rticular bird call to mean that the field trip s hip would arrive the ne,rt
- '7 (today). (An indicat',Qn of the in'oen,e interest and anticipation felt
. regard to the arrival of th:"s ship.)
i·:."ch la, 1955 - Thursday
Routine activities continued. 'i'~:3 rest of the recently arrived
Cr!noes returned to ICalo and ~elap in the C2:rly TilGrning for passergers and
m·Jre ba0:ied copra. Church scheol w as held Ll'l t ....e ~ll0rning as usual.
fhe past week has been qUit0 r2iny, especially today and the two
preceedinz days.
garch 11, 1955 - Friday
Routine activities were carried on. 'i'he intermittent rains
continued. \-Iamen' s Friday afternoon church services were held as usual.
A canoe returned from J.aij in the late evening.
Jiarch 12, 1955 - Saturday
~1cutine activities continued. Hi~ ~lindS occurred during the
nigl:t .r:, o.ont:!.nuoo. 'lith increasing intensity, coupled ,lith high tides and
lliihi"ve C<lpS:1 on the surface of the usually placid 1a300n.
A canoe sailed off to Raij in the midmorning.
Four young men l<ent spear fishin(; separately on the reef of the
n:ain island in the )',lid morning. 'rhe total catch was 35 medium sized fish;
pr.actically all of 1·1hich were "bt-1ilaklf •
':luo canoes returned from Haij and Enelap in the late afternoon.
Everyone had returned from the Si".:aller isl.:-~-(;.c·s by sundot-rn except for a hand-
ful of people who re!.lained on Ki1akon.
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The high >linds an:! L"e:_,,~ttei1t heaV'J rains which had abated
during t~1e forenoon and early a;··::.ernoon, '"l·.med ".1ith increasing force
durinG the ni::)1t and into the next n;o:cn~.n •
!larch 13, 1955 - Sunday
Routine Sunday activities were ca~~ied on.
The lIue are hungryll statenEnt has oeen heard increasing1¥j
especially slnce the last of the slender snd carefully hoarded supp~ of
flbur become exhausted. There is nO>l no imported food whatsoever on the
atoll. Cooonuts, a small amount of pandanus and uhatever fish may be
caught, plus a ve~' small amount of arrouroot and arrowroot flour (the
~reserved product) are the o~ foods available.
The field party's food supp~ (canned goods) will be exp ended in
" few more days. Hally of the local people, especially the two "iroij",
::-.rB expressed their concern regardill3 the sufficiency of said supplies.
Following the late afternoon church services and the usu al group
.:.i.scussions outside the church. all of the lICouncil" and the younger boys
~atl!ered outside the copra warehouses -and discussed work plans for the
cOlid.ng l·leek.
It "as decided that six pigs >lould be JdlJe d to provide needed
",eat. The men not thu!! engaged- would clean up aroun:! the village area of
their respective groups. (The Enjebi people and the Enewetak people.)
The pigs >Jill serve a dual purpose; in addition to providing the
needed meat t:,ey will prOVide tee feast food for a farewell feast ("mlll1U." in
Kajemloklt ) lit., "food at the end.ing ll for tl1e Rev. Nelson who may receive
his orders from Hiss E. Filson (American head of t he Protestant Mission) to
proceed to Eajuro; and the field party.
This type of feast is given when people depart from an island to
be away for a prolonged period or pennanently and also after a person '8
funeral.
March 14, 1955 - Honday
Routine activities plus the Hork plan for !(onday, as decided last
night, were carried on. The pigs >Jere rounded up "ith the aid of numerous
noisy and excited small boys and "ere slaughtered, dressed and put in the
earth ovens for balting, in the afternoon.
Other men and women both old and young, spent the afternoon
gathering and preparing drinking cae onuts, ripe coconuts and pandanus for
the evening feast.
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The preparerl food was placed in 1" "'"9 coconut !>1ln leaf baskets
("kilkil"J which "ere piled up ,maer " c.," "'~ <-1":0 in the /?l"avelled area
in front of the church.
}~st o~ the ,111agRrs fath~red t~ere :~ ~he l~te afternoon and
wa:tched one young I!ll'.n from each grotop cut "p the meat under the direction and
OO"k111<:e eye of :'iroi,i" Joa:ioj. Eb,-,Y.r.l sat at one side and merely observed
the operation, none of the proceedinr,s escaped his attention however.
~ev. Nelson, Rev. Ernej and the t"o Neld Party members \lere eeated
01> a :nat and their pontions wene served first, by Joanej. After the, ,usual
:0-:-';'-'-:- riven by Rev. ErMj acd ;;rief s!",eches by the t"o "iroij" explaining
the purpose of the gat-ering and deprecating the food, the guests of h~or
vere urged to start eating.
Jo"ne,l, and an old patriarch from Ebream's group carried a larre
'''111<:il.'' full of I111sked drinking coconuts through the ~oup and distributed
,'len to e,ch representc.tb'e of an eating groug (family) in proportion to the
',e 0" the family. 1',10 young men (011e from each group also) did the same
"", 1-'ith the pork \liltbb had been cut up into chuhks "hich averaged rOllfhly
•. cl pound each. ' I
A small amount of "mol:1<on" "as also apportioned out; meet of this
c.elicacy wes Fiven to the small children. Several people expressed their
~e/?l"et because of the lack of b~earl or rice to accompany the meat.
The pork which 'ms ~.~:·t ,....,.·cT a~t€:r everyone h3d received their
portion, HaS divided up a!'long '"::e gl'cu!'.
Thers ,"'s no enterte.inment, nor ":0"'" gifts offered.
A pert of the meat .~a eaten on the spot but most of it was put in
bas1<:ets and taken home to be eaten later in the evening and the next day by
both V'ose \lho att,ended the fe",st a nd the ochor mambers of the family who
remained at home for verious reasons. This is the usual pattern at Marshallese
feasts.
The length and prolonged feasting on the spot until all 8£ the
food has been consumed, \lhich is found in other culture areas is not the
norm in the Marshalls.
Pigs are s-laup,htered and eaten by the group a s a \lhole \lhenever a
food shortage creates the need to do so. The method of handling the operation
is nctB't.Jorthy.
T' ere are six "kumi" three fran eacc of the two groups on the atoll.
The members are adult males most of \lhan are married and represent the female
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relatives and children of the :lrnrn.ediste families. A fe" of ths group are
unmarried younger men. Each member of the "kumi" contributes a pig in
turn or if he does'lnot hanpen 100 have one available for slaughter, he may
cont:Hbute the money with wtbh Flis "kumi" "ill purchase a pig. The tbtal
number of pigs to be sI"u~htered is decider' by the Council. This \illS dom
at the meeting outside the copra "arehouso Sunday. evening ",hen it \illS
decided that each "\rum!" would conti:!,'oute one plg. All of the "kumi" members
are expected to cooperate in the s:'a~ghterj,!lg an(l dressing of the pigS and
their vomenfold to cn,,': t"em in ",he shallo'! eo,rth o· ens ("urn") which the
women a lso dig and prepare.
This is an excellent example o~ "the mechanisms of cooperative
endeavor which these "toll dHellers have evo:'ved to meet their common needs
ar.d problems.
11a.rch 15, 1955 .~ rnlasday
Routine activities "erc carried on.
The pork len over I'rom last night rs "1\\BflIi~ in Kejemlok" was consumed
':f many of the famtlies at breakfast.
Preparations lIere made in the morning for the J!lOnthll council
"leeting. The Scribe of Joanej r l'I"oup swept out the Council House and put it
i" order. The council meeting which follo\.Ted lasted two hours. The writer
"Os not invited to attend, so did not do so.
T1JO canoes sailed o~f for rn~hp .,nd Raij resp' ctively, loaded with
men, '\-Tomen and children an~ thc:;ir equipment; pots, pins, sleeping mats,
blankets, machetes" bu.,kcets, etc., these people will s>:lend the rest of the
wee'" on the islands or, if th~ ship comes in before Saturday, until then,
rnaking copra.
Unfortunately, the caone bound for Enelap had to return after only
IS minutes sailing because the bPdly worn end tattered sails finally gave
,ray under the strain of the medium-strong "ind. Unleas 1rhe JZ8W can rnanai'e
to patch up the san a""in this lIill mean that one more canoe ;lill be out ot
commission, with the consequent additional illlpairment to the local ecoDomy.
March 16. lqSS - l'e1nesdav
Routine activities continued.
A canoe and canoe crew stood by to take the field party out to the
TALOA plane ;mich is expected to l,nd in the lagoon to pick them up on the
way to Majuro from Ponape on th regular bi-monthly flight. The wait for
the aircraft proved !ruitless and the "ould-be canoe crew displlrsed to carry
on their '~rious work activities. '
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A canoe looded ",ith passengers and their equipnent se,iled for
Enelap. One canoe returned to the dlla~~ in the late afternoon, with only
the cre,., aboord.
~larch 17, 1955 - Thurs[:.,\y
Routine activities "'ere carried on.
The principal item of local gossip now is the "divorce" t"o days
ago of one of the young men and his loTife. This action has caused unfavorable
co"""ent as it is the first divorce to occur within the group. All of the
married counles are "really I!l8.rr:l:ed"; that ia to say, married in church.
The ir.stit"tionalized common-law marriage ("koba bajj1lk") lit, trans. "just
torether", which is commonly eracticed throughout the rest of the ~rshalls,
'" completely absent on Ujilaft.
The husband in this case simply told liis wife that they were finished
~s man and "ife. He plans to bbtain a "divorce paper" from "the Office at
".juro"; apparently realizing thot tpe "I1'oij-mal'istrates will not give. him
" divorce because of their deen religions conviction thet divorde is a ~.
'~hey later t~ld. the 'Titer tb~t t"ey would not rive anyone a divorce because
~:: this reason.) .
The dissatisfied husband IS mate t:S.3 moved in with her groYn Bon
from a previous mP.rriage,~ the cnildren t~rn to her and her estranged
husband have bee':> livin!,: ',ith her part of the time and her estranged husbomd
and his relatives p"rt of the time.
A group of men from -~oth Ftnl'am's and Joanej' group practiced
singing under t"e directi.on 0: Rev. relson. The two groups (" Jebta") will
compete aRSinst each other ill the annual Easter ainging contest. Singing
contests are held every Christmas as wpll. This form of competition is
practiced throughout the l1arshalls. The "jebte" (from the English word
"chapter" may be either intra-atoll or inter-atoll; the latter particularly
in the urban centers" of Ebeye IslaM on K,'Sjalein Atoll and Rita-lJlika-
Dalap on Majuro 4toll, the populations of which are drawn from all cver the
MarshaH Islands. Schools such as the Protestant lfission School at ROftroll
Islan~ ~i:ljuro Atoll and the l-iou-shall Islands Intermediate 8chool, Rite
(Jerej ~ Island on the same atoll aleo oompete on the t\ro religious holidays.
The s;r.dnE! is of very hieh quality and beauty, in the local context, and
onca tqa~ is not easily forgotten.
March 13. 1955 - Friday
Routine activitiAs were carried on.
A group of man sailed off to the leeward reef bet",een Bieto and the
western tip of Ujilaft Island, on a reef fishing And shellfish gathering
expedition.
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The canoe l;issouri sei led off to ;;nelap with a copra making party
(after spending three hours repeiring the tattered and worn sail and re-
caulking the hull).
Ebream and a "roup 0: :::en >lent out to the windward reef: between
Raij and the egstern ti? of Ujilafi Island v, fish and attempt to capture
a turtle which is eJrpected to return ':'0 ..f " .~ '''l:cght to lay additionaJ.
eggs.. The amphibian'",as last detecteci, by >e,' fresh tracks in the sand,
twelve days ago when she deposited her eggs. The usual egg laying ~rcle
is every twelve days for three to six ti,!ies.
Another fishing part), left at the same 'time ,;ith Ebream's
to fish the s~"e area. 110st of the first fishing party returned at
't;ith a catch of about 150 "mejinw6r" "lhich average about 6 oz each.
1;ere not able to catch any fish however.
party,
3: 30 P.1;'
They
The two "iroij" and three other r,lBn remained on Raij to attenpt
oapture the turtle. The planned to spend all night there and return in
.~ :.:orning.
The second group returned at 4:00 P.h. ",ith a catch of two large
;'otopus (about 3 pounds each), one "kuro" (a species of rock fish) >leighing
about 2 pounds and approximately 200 ItmejinwBr".
The copra working party returned from Enelap at 5:30 with a load
of copra. ','he familiar swnd of the conch shell, blown on this occasion
l1y Jera, Rev. Ernej' wife who is the leader of the women in church activit;.es,
stmrrnoned the village women to t~eir regular Friday afternoon services.
The complaints of 1\i"13 are hungryll and "there is no food, nothir~6
to eat but coconuts, Ujilaft iSJ10 good ncltl. there is no American food, no
rice and nour", etd., have been on the increase in the past week, expecially
the past few days. The supply of pandanus fruit, mostly of the wild variety,
has increased slightly since the arri'lsI 0·:- t he f~.eld party on Ujilnft, but
it is still scanty. A very small amount oc' 0 rro",root has been dug la tely
to take the place of flour ''lhich is alJ'lost cOL)letely gone. Small amounts
of the latter are beiJ}g careful~ rationed 'oy a few fortunate families.
,
The people are becoming increasingly anxious as to the arrivaJ.
date o~ the field trip ship, as are the writer and Izikiel, whose planned
staJ' of a three week maxi.'Ilum has extended to 31 days at this writing and
whose supply of food is almost exhausted•
••
Attitudes toward the Present Administration
The attitudes of orientation to'1ard the Ii. S. Navy and dissatis-
faction ;~th the civilian Administration, as observed and reported by the
"riter in October 19$2 and reported again in October 1954 have not >leakened;
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indeed, they have been strengthened. The writer has been told by the lTiroijll
and other leaders of the comnnmjj:.y as Hell as various individuals of ordinary
st2.tus (i.e. a good cross section of the group) that the days under the
Naval Administration at Enewetak "iumi~ pein Navy), were very good but the
life on Ujilall under th~ Civilian Ad"dnistntion ("iumin pein Jib$an") is
not very good. These s·t.eatements of cr~.tici.:JJo1 are more frequent and more
pointed than tlley vJere the last time ~:le \·jri·~er heard them over tl-lO years ago..
The more than three year period at Bne'toietak and Kwajalein under the
aegis of the Navy have taken on all of the ":.;;:ects of a "Golden Age ll and are
referred to nostalgical..1y by t.L:: D"jilaft dW_:~.8rs. This attitude might well
be expected from a group which· 3:,:.'ter having been eJ....1'0sed to the traumatic
experience of daily aerial and naval bombardment c~ a blooqy invasion where
;;"~veral of the grc'up were killed, then was suddenl:Y- sho1-:ered wi. th m6..'"q>8cted
t:l.ndness and a fioc..d. of food, clothing and other desirable items, in amo\Ults
,.~-,ich to rembers of t he group, ~eemed incredible. These i'lere initially given
::.hem later made available for p'.rrchase for cash and "exchange for hanClicraft".
After a prolonged period of being ';'Upporoed by the Navy in this
" ,::lion and at the same time being able to explcit the natural resources of
8 ~slands of Enewetak Atoll which were not being used qy the armed forces,
J(~i:1g able to retain monies from the copra sales, and salvage many itams
-_~"c&"ded by the iIavy, it is not surprising that this disp~aced group is
-l::,'satisfied >lith life on Ujila~ "here they have not been supported by the
:: <r.::i.nistration, 'uhere the land cmd lagaon areas are considerably smaller
.'It;;''.l Enel-Jetak and l"lhere the logictic SUDport has, in the recent past, been
neither reliable, regular or s~ti&factJ~Y.
Uith this bacl{ground ~ild the factors mentioned it is not
that \Ulfayorable comparisons cu·~ made by the Ujilafl people between
Navy a&oinistration and the predent administrationu
surprisL.1g .
the U.S.
'l'hese attitudes liere reinforced recently durin,~ the period t-lhen the
field trip ship did not visit Ujilan for a six months pe~iod, (near the end
of-that period). The supply of imported food stuffs h'Q been long ex",austed
and the local supplementary foods, except for the 11biqui';~vus coconuts; were
either not available or available in ve~r small amoWlts. The people had no
idea >lhen the field trip ship would arrive •
.i~t tr~is stage of the game, a mi::'i·':3r~T 3:.rcraft made an unexpected
visit to the atoll. The tl-10 lIiroijll took adva~tage of this opportunity to
send a letter (>lritten for them by Rev. Nelson Sigra) to General Clarkson
then S.O.P. at Enewetak, asking for help. The letter allegedly stated that
the repolar field trip had not arrived as per schedule and that the people
were all out 0;: food and were very hungry. It "lent on to explain that altho\lgh
the adults could live on coconuts, the children needed other foods such as
rice, flour, etc. The letter ended with a plea for assistance and waG
accompanied by a gift of two sleeping mats.
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Two days ]a ter .General Clarkson personnally brought down the
requested food supplies. 300 pounds of rice, 500 pounds of flour and 250
pounds of dried beans, were r;iv-en tha UjilanU people. Payment was allegedly
offered the General, but reDJ'J :~j by hUn. The General and his party made a
short tour of the village, chatted 1-.lith Rev... Ne1son and others (the lIiroijlt
were away .fishing) and the Genel'sl ]:::-\d hiE: ":"'ict~:re taken with Rev. Nelson
and pthers, b~r the official photogre:) her 1,. 0 accompanied the party. The
group departed shortly after arrivin~ and occ0~plishing their mission.
All in all it lias a verJ dramatic and impressive incident and in
the particular context, one bound to reflec';; uni:a,torably upon the civilian
administration as far a$ the Ujilaft people are co~cernad.
The obvious cO:1clusion was that the ni.:i.it.ary rJOuld and could
accanplish in tt-1O days that which the civilian administration had not done
in many months.
The pre.sent attitude tOl..rd the logistic support of the recent
··"t is also extremely invidious, so it uas in 1952. It nmst be admitted
:.at this dissatisfaction has valid basl-s. The writer was told, liThe l~avy
c:Tu a field trip ship to Ujilall every three r.1onths regularly and >Iithout
... ::.::1; not like nO\ladays.1I
n:"ght
The
vigil.
turtle hunters returned at 7:30 A.N. after a
The annored amphibians did not return to the
fruitless
island.
aU
l,arch 19, 1955 - Saturday
'rhe orp.inary routine activities were carried on.
A fishing and coconut gathering party sailed off in the mid-morning
for Enelap, foU.",ed shortly afterwe;.'C! by three canoes bound for Raij Island
for the same purpose. (The group averaged six men per canoe.)
The food obtained will prO\.~de meals for the .rest of today and
Sunday when food gathering and preparation is forbidden e-xcept under very
extenuating circumstances.
The past two weeks have been qlite rainy and the unfavorable water
situation has inproved as the dry l'unter season (l1al\eneafill ) draws to a
close and the Surnr:1er season ("rak"), June-September approaches.
The fishing parties returned consecutively during the course of the
afternoon. The num1:er of fish speared Has fairly small. '£he total catch
consis'~ed of 20 "j·.tere" (about 1 pound each), llarge eel (lldrap ll), approx-
irnately 200 small clams (Itmejinw6rll ), ap?roximately averaging 6 oz.
The unfavorably high tide conditions had prevented the use of the
surround techni.que (lIa1e1e ll ).
-la.-
l1arch 20, 1955 - Sunday
Routine Sabbath act~.vities 'Here carried on.
Ilarch 21, 1955 - }londaz
The church school was held in the morning as it has been practically
every ueekday since the arrival of the uriter. The total regular enrollment
of 17 children from the ages of 6 to 14 has been increased by 5 of the 11
students regularly enrolled in the Govetn.\ent Elementary School which has
, not been in session since February 14, allegedly "because the school children
are hunr,ry and weak and canno;, study because of this". Strangely enough,
this alleged lack of nourishment has not seemed to affect the regular atten-
dance at the Chut'r.h School. Perhaps the "spiritual nourishment" which the
~.· ...e.d.ents j,:n.>esumabLy receiva there helps to sustain them, corporeally. In any
.went, the volume of their shrill singin:: and recitation does not indicate
":JllyiJ"lca1. debilitation.
The intense activities of preparing all available copra for market
.>~ased over one week ago and ?!'actically everyo:1e has moved back to the
lTi-l1age. Ho move has been madti however to re-open the Elementary School.
This situation would seem to ind::'cate that the Ujilall people
consider the release of the fou oldBr stUC.i?L·~S to aid in the food getting
activities to be of more importance t·han ti:-e schools and loJhat they have to
c:fer.. Although food getting activ-:;.t·!.es a::ce of the essence at this parti~llar
time, it lmulct seel:l that the ~Ghool-;,G·~cl1er and the few older students could be
spared from the nork effort n01'1 that the present copra work has been comp:La'l;ed.
The schoolteacher i:? a son of lIiroijll Joanej and closely related to
Ebream, as such he could cerk:enly obtain sufficient backiniJ and sponsorship
if the community leaders (Who closed the school) were at all interested in
the matter.
Rev. Nelson was advised to clos~ his s~hool at. the same time but
insisted on rer.1aiaing in session; w:::th t he studp-nts at.i·,~nding on a voluntary
basis. So far there has, been only one absentee, and for only the few days
when her parents went to another island and she had to go with them•
.Accordia~ to l1.ev. Nelson, the, students from the Elementary School have
been ot/.;;ending his school because they uant to learn songs for Easter.
This situation could be interpre-oed as further proof of influence
of the church and/or this particular missionary. However, it should be
poL.ited out that the Eission School enrollJent does not include any of the
teen age uales, who are capable of the copra making, fishing and other feod
getting activities.
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Thirty of t he men walked to the eastern tip of the island in the
mid-morning to uait for the fairorable -tide for reef fishing using the
lIalelell technique. They ret1.1:·~ed empty handed in the mid-aftemoon. Al-
though °i:.he tidal conditi.cps w(;'ra right the fish were not there.
A canoe loaded with men, women and an infant and their equipment
left for Kilakon Island in 1:.'le late,- afternoon to join a handfuJ. of other
people l~ho had remained previously to mal~e copra and clear brush.
Rev. Ernej, his wife Jera and adopted son Erdej went torch fishing
on the ocean reef at 10"/1 tide, 40 small reef fish were caught, 15 llkubaf\ll,
~ !Irr.~~II, 10 llbuojll, 5 llkur" and 5 "utotll .. Seven were fried and brought to
the field party the next morning and the rest >1ere divided up bet>leen Ernej,
~rdej and his family and Devij (a relative) and his family.
March 22, 1955 - Tu~sday
A great deal of noise and activity ensued before dawn as preparations
~'re made UtJ three canoe crews and passen: era to get underway while the .
.nrly morning tide remained favorab::e •
Two canoes left for Kalo Island G:' the 'tlest,errnnost end of t he lagoon
t.,here they \. ill. obtain more copra and, it is hoped, catch some fish to augment
the coconuts and small arount of arro'Hroot and pandanus lib ich the people have
been living on.
A third canoe will fish the ::.~eef area betHeen t he western end of
lTjilall Island and Rieto Island and Enolap. Rev" Nelson declared a school
holiday in order to join the c"ast for the badly needed fish.
Almost all of the able bodied men "ill take part in the fishing
operations. Tour of the older men, two women and two children combed the
ocean reef behind the village area at lou tide, for shellfish and tide pool
fish.
A fourth canoe left at 9: 30 to fish off the windwa"rd reef betl'leen
the western end of Raij Island and Kilokon S:sland.
'!arious nuclear family groups and other dispersed throughout the
island to :;athsr pandanus aIXl cocnuts from their lands as usual. Others
searched the lagoon reef for shellfish and tide pool fish..
It may be seen that the local economy is on a :level just above bare
5ubsistance Hit~l only a narrow margin batt-Jeen hunger and minimal satisfaction
of the basic needs. The scanty resources of the atoll do not allow the
preservation and storage of surplus foods against the period of shortage as
is pos sible on most of the other atolls in the Marshall Islands. The f""
breadfrnit an! pandanus trees which have reached the beai'ing stage only PrQ-
duce enough fruit for immediate consumption.
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The situation in this respect "'ill improve of course \lhen the
yoUng trees cormnence bearing, 3 :rears for :,:::st of the pa.m.anus and 3 and
4 mare years for most of the ~~~8dfr~i~ tre:~.
The ernotmt of COJYl'd l1I'oouc:'1t3. dC" ·:~t )rovirle sufficient eaeh
money to purchase enoug.;-J of the stoL.'Jle 2~ -·)~.e~ of rice, nour, sugar; etc.
required to satisfy the needs of the ~1eop'"':.~ :':",;"'':'t;cen r:Lela trips and to pro-
'vide the necessary insurance agalnsi. clh01-·L".~~s of the locally derived foods.
As previousl)' stated, an J!'lproved agricultural program with
emphasis on re-pla;xCin[ of the coconut groves ern. impnrtation and trans-
planting of the i\":": b:?<,'.ring t""ees such as i:18.nda;:r..16 B!!1 breadfruit (of
different and bet·,m· varietie.) plus improved logistic support, vill increase
the economic resou.-',es of the atoll end thereby raise the standard of living
.. -: th:it enjoyed b? more favored ~shal1ese.
If the ~:iter seems to be belaboring these points, it is simply
Because they 'are belaboring hi.1!. They are so obvious, so basic, so 1.mmediate
., so crucial that they ory Ciolt for the attention \lhich has been long over-
.~ them.
Joni another local seer "'hose prOphetic abilities are reputed to
ne very reliable, broke his 10I,!, silence this morning to predict that the
field trip ship will arrive this week. He has been promised a reward of
'-",ported food-stuffs by some of the "cigarette· hungry" young men if his
~-;:'3diction ccmEls true.
The people ,,,ho sought, fish on the ocean reef in the morning brcught
in the following catches: Livz,~.. and h~s wife, 16 "bw1lak", 1 "imim." and one
octopus ("blit"). Ebre3.m, IJ. t:bwilak". All of the ea.tch were small specimens.
The other fishermen and wame", :·:"turned empty han<iled.
The first fishing party returne' ~t 1:25 P.M. vith the follaving
catch: 32 "mejen\lfu-" (clams) and 24 fis:- ...cstly "mao" and "Jutaklule". These
fish varied in ",eight from about 3 pounds :0;,17 four of the ]a tter).
At 3:36 the second canoe arrive," ,'ith a lergecatch of 270 "mole"
(averaging one pound apiece). These had been Cfiul'ht on the reef area off
the end of Kilakon Island. About 70 were reportedly retained by the people
\lho went to Kilakon last evening end \lho aided in the fishing operation.
The canoe vhich had sailed to Kala returned at ~:02 P.M. \lith a
carfo of bag~ copra, 10-100 pound bafs and 3 large basket of "iu" (nearly
50 nuts in each basket ("ldlik"). This group had not had any time to go
fishing.
The other canoe .which had been on Kala arrived at 4:19 P.M. \lith
a cargo of 5 one hundred pound bags of copra and 2 "killli of coconuts
(approximately 100 nuts).
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Everyone on the island 'rill receive a share of the catch as is
custo"ary when an appreciable number of fish are brought in.
Rev. Nelson led Eb"oem's "jebte" in an Faste.r singing contest
practice session in th~ late aftern00n, f~llowed by a separate session with
Joenel' "jebte".
The latest topic of c~n-.-",·,-atio" _:0',' making the rounds is the
dream that Wren:!i (Ebream's brothed had illst night. He dreamed that the
field trip ship ,,!ill. a~rive1tb.is Satl;ITE:', o'::e }~rsht,llese (as do other
groups, including a good numb<>r of Americ".,~) eelieve in the efficacy of
dreams. "Some of them oome t:~ue. II
All of these reported dreama ann prognosticati~ns are obviously
an indication of 'ohe impOrtance of tha fl~ld ship as t.he only cOllllllUDication
and logistic sUPVJrt to the Ujilal'l people and their economy. These man:li-
festetions end the attention paid them reflect the anxiety and anticipation
of the group regarding the ship.
\.:'l"ch 23, 19S5- Wednesday·
Routine activi'·ies continued.
Two canoeloeds of fishennen sailed away to exnloit the reef area
off Bieto Island. The first canoe, with ail< men aboard left at 6:40 A.M.
~~:~ second, a smeller cenoe, with two men aboard, sailed off at 6'43 for
l~llakon to pick up ad~.itione.l f'isher",...n and to procee~ to the reef area 0;:
iiirinen Island, further to the west. A third canoe with five men aboard left
at 7:13 to work the area bet",'"n Raij and the main island.
Practically every slJctor of the atoll will be co""red . as is t:,e
Usual pattern of rrou!' expt6i""tiop- of the local mrino resources... .'
\..\." ". ,. .,
. .... The yeild of pandanus although scanty, has been progressively
increasil1l', especially during the pest week. Same of the fruit has been
brought in practiCally every day,"mostly from the' a;gricultJ1ral lands on the
main island.
The orocpss of fruition is comr.n ..cbg on sorne of the breadfruit
trees, with the increased rain and the af;roe.ch of the breadfruit aeason.
"Iroi.j" Joanej called to register an of:'icial complaint bl the
name of himself, Ehream and the COuncil. He W5-"ted to know why MIECO uses
Ujilal'l men as stevedores abosrd the field trip ship during the copra loading
operations. He stated that the four or five men so cOllllllB.l1deered reduce the
effectiveness of the operation on shore besides which he and Ebream have to
pay their wages. (.50 per day) plus their food. Food, althougp suopUed by
I.T.C. in the pest is allepedly not supplied by }f.D>C0 to the local men who
work copra and cargo aboerd ship. . ,
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Joanej stated that if this is t"e standard pIlB.ctlce throughout
the Marshalls, he and Ebream >;ill not C!ll'" ,'0 lIIllchi but if it is only
done on Ujilafi, they definitely object.
The writer informed Jaanej and h: s s-;;, .r"*,eeper Erdej, who ""s
with hiJn that aa far as he !mo",s it is ste.L.dard ]'Tactice throughout the
MOrehalls to commandeer local 1Rbor t·, wori< the copra and cargo aboet'd ship.
The second report of local dissatisfaction was that the Master at
the MfV Torry who immediately preceeded the present Master, did not give
the Ujilefi"people enoufh time to load the conra aboard. Joanej, Fdej aid
Aluo stated that copra had be en lett behind on two occasions because of the
Haster's hurry to leave the atoU.
The men stated that this complaint is not directed at the present
_ster of the field trip ship, but that reeson for bringing this canplaint
"a the writer"s attention was so that it could be reported to the higher
'Clthorities in order that the unsatisfactory conditions of the past could
c·t reoccur any time in the future.
A request vas made for a special field visit by a dentist in order
'0 ta',e care of the dental 'Jar" which cannot be done during the short stat··
of' the field trip ship. Dr. LIlmbwe, also made this rBlluest and stated
';hat there are maby DSople requiring intensive dental attention.
The writer assured the group that he would bring these ...tters to
the attention of the proper authorities.
Clmrch school '·'8.S net held. Rev. Nelson spent "".rt of the IIlIlDni"lg
discussing and exph ining cert,dn pessares of the Bible ,41th the Re:f. Ernej.
"Iroi,!" Joanej worked from 9:00 .',.F. to 3:00 P.M. almost continuously
in finishing ljp a sectio!! of a new canoe, us:ng a metal bladed adze to chop
/lut the hEll!l.vy;.·tiJnber. He quit working at 3:00 P.M. to' prepars"for"CburCh
services and sinring practice.
The canoe which had been fishing the reef between Raij a nd the
eastern tip of Ujilal\ Island returned at 2:35 P.M. without any ffsh." At
2 :34 a canoe returned from !':irinen Island with a catch of 4 "mlln" (approx
t pound each), 1 "kolaulap" (approx. It pound) and 2 "mole" (approx 1
pound each ).
Ebrsam's canee arrived from Kirinen at 2:36. This group was UII!lble
to catch anything. A medium sized seabird, a "bwijwak" was brought beck
alive and will be eaj;en by its captor and his family.
FoU_ing the regular l'ednesday afternoon church services both groups
practiced singing for Easter separately for about one half hO\lI' lInder the
tutelage of Rev. Nelson.
Barch 24, 19)) - Thursday
The nonnal routine c'>ntinued. Tl10 canoes with four men in each
one sailed off at 6:30 to fiah the lagoon reef at the western end of the
atoll.
The nussion school resumed oper2tions following the two day recess.
onU and Taniel, individually, and five young women as a group,
combed the reef at 101-1 tide, frem noon ll.'1t:.1 around 1:00 P.H. Oail 'Was
able to spear only) "1 ",Uak" 0 Taniel sF'",,.,ed 20 odd fish, mostly "bwilak"
and the young "V1Onen cangnt over ten with ·~.t:2ir hends, reaching under the
rocks in the tide pools for them. (This is not the normal behavior for
women in the rest of the Harshall, but is an eastern Carolinean practice.)
Joanej spent Il',ost of the afternoon continuing roughing out his
',,,noe section. The first fishing party returned at 2:04 P.!'!. with a catch
"f only 30 "",ole" (approx 1 pomd each) and 4 "mao" (approx 3ft pound each).
',:'he fish were caught !l'J the surround technique.
The second fishing party r,etumed at 4: 30 P.li. The "kelrojikjik"
'"echnique had been used (trolling in the cpen sea) ho»ever only one fish
....IaS caught; an lIikarilt weighing approxirl1at.ely 4 pounds.
Sinrsi.ng practice was again held be' both groups in the late after-
noon. A small number of people went niC,ht reef fishing at low tide, using
too'ches for illumination and killing the fish trapped in the tide pools wi'oh
machetes and spears.
The composition of these groups ani their catch was as follows:
1. A father and 11 year old daughter: ) "allrllk" (av. 3 oz.),
22 "kuball" (av. 1 oz.), and 3 "!rurlaj" (av. 1 oz.)
2. A young wife (not espoused to !ll) and her 10 y.ear old
sister: 20 "kuball" (av. 1 oz.), 20 "kuraj" () oz.), 2 "ranna"
(1 oz.), 1 "mlln" (1 oz.), 1 "jo" (1 oz.), 3 "mllrnll" (1 oz.), 1
"ikari" (1 oz.) and) "baraj" (1 oz.)
3. A father and four snail sons and nephews: )0 odd "kuban"
(av. 1 oz.)
4.
lIkubanll
A young man and llife ar.d his foster mother:
(av. 1 oz.)
70 odd
). Two older teen-age boysl a total catch of 37 incl. "jo",
lIdrena", (ltbejrek"), "kuban", ll111ijm~lI, Tllalrlajll, and IIbuaj". The onJ.s."
good sized fish caught by the boys "'ere a few" jolt (1 pound 6a~).
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The rest averaged in 't·;ej.gllt as :> -, -Ii'!. The hours between about
10:00 P.E. 'to midnigfit l'7era sp£'_:: -:! "[,1:e operations. Most of
the fish uere cooked by the indi,,'., ·...31 family eroups at their
homes on outdoor fi!':':.s. A P~:"'(,i011 -r;",E 8.Jten at that time by
the families illV'olved, who gave ~C!"!le o:..~ tte catch to relatives
and friends and ate the re~'~ t:le i'.:):i.lm;.~ng day.
Mar.ch 25, 1955 - Friday
Preparations commenced at daybrea~ for a driftwood expedition
to Kala. 1'\;0 canoes frcm &bream's group left at 6:30 A.E. to bring back
logs for canoe building.. Penni~sion had been received from their lIiroij"
yesterday. A total of nine men and one 'Woma."1 Here involved in the party.
A tllird canoe from this group sailed off at 7:22 A.M. to go fishing
(·.~f the particular small islancs- acr03S from the main islOld in which the
.. :.:bers of the party possess land rights. This canoe carried an older man
",:G. his spouse, a YOtUlger man aud his lMe and her young sister, three small
.,,., d '.~ t
" _~_ren an an 1Iu.an ..
UjilaJI is suddenly ta!,ing on,the atmosphere of a "divorce mill".
, latest deviation from the nu~a1 pattern' of malTiage, ori:UjilaJI, is
.:'.e "divorce" of one of the younger matrons from her husband. She left
T'JIl last night and went home to her Q1·m family, moving from Joanejt side of
,:-.e villllge (of which her spouse is a'i.ember) to her own family's home on
:'oroam's half of the island. The two ·:Her children remained with the father
and the youngest one, an infant, with tl;,3 mother. They will circulate bactc:
<':ld forth informally, of COUI'SC'. ,'s i. customary in cases like tllis through.·
~ut the Narshalla. The o3trffilg<~ husb~nd spent this morning at hiB wife's
new domicile in an apparent atknpt to effect ~ reconciliation.
\'!hether there is any connection bet>Jeen tllis separation and the
one Hhich occurred last week, is not )<11o"n be' tl:e ,",riter. It is doubtful
that there is aqy connection however.
Three 1<!Omen and four sroaD. girls spent the mid-moming searching
for edible marine products on the exposed lagoon reef adjacent to the central
portion of the village area. The yield l'laS negligible hm:ever.
1'\';0 young men who had been engaged in underwater spear fis~
since 11:00 A.N. returned at 5:50 with a total catch of 6 "aile" (av. 1.
pounds each). "The weather is no good for fishing today," was the explan-
ation 9-ven for t he scanty catch. An almost dead calm prevailed all day
and continued into the night.
Benjamin's canoe returned fran' ;(alo at midnight with two large
pieces of rouzhed out driftwood for canoe construction and repair. Half of
tl,e 80 "mole" surrounded earlier in the da'.' Hitll the aid of the feH peopl.e
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who had been worlcin& on the island, were brought back; the rest having been
consumed by everyone on Kala.
!Iarch 26, 1955 - Saturd~)[
Routine activities contin\lcd.
A canoe with ei~~t young men aboard got underway at 7:20 for a
fishing e::::pedition on the wind"'iard side of the lagoon, close to the main
island. I'he other canee' which had gone to ~!alo yesterday to obtain timber,
returned. at 10: 37 A.H. with two large pieces of driftwood for a canoe
!=,r'C'iv_ 0:" stern.
Izikie"., the Health Aid, the sdhool teacher and two other young
..en spent three hours, from forenoon to early afternoo!1 gathering ripe
coconuts from the best coconut lands on tl~ ~estern end of the village area.
T.'r.ese lvere carried to the coocnut nursery and planted for future propagation.
The canoes which had been absent from the main island commenced
.n-rJ.VJ.ng at 2:55 P.I-!. All five of them had returned by 4:45 P.M. The fishing
.:>arty brought back a catch of 20-odd sr.,aD. si.zed reef fish of similar variety
and size as those tihich have b"an caught: ... '·he past few days. Forty-odd
"mole" Here brought back :ill the canoe t.h.at _,-ad been at Ka10. These had been
~au6ht as usual by the "aleleH t,echnj.que. T~·le last canoe to arrive fran Kalo
brought 20-odd llmole ll , their share c..f JQ1e sarile catch.
llarta, the "dri kan~-.:::" or r s~r, "'-Jhose prophecy of two weeks agn
regarding the arrival of the =~·~,e1d -i,;:-ip ship did not ceme, and Haria, altl()
noted for her abilitie3 to .f~·.:..:-tell the future, but to a lesser degree, told
the people II do not "''lorry, the ::»hip will arrive tomorrow. II
March 27, 1955 - Sunday
The regular Sabbath routine was carried on. Tno of the "dri Komat ll
met in front of the church at 6: 45 A.M. and after sitting and chatting for
15 minutes began getting the church ready for the morning services.
The peace and quiet of the morning was suddenly shattered at 7:45
~J lO1:d, ~ubilant, and excited shouts of: "Jail 01 Jail 01 E walok ternal
Sail Eol Sail Hal The steamer has appearedl" The prophecies of last night
i1ere re.alized.
Lost of the villagers streamed happily over to the ocean side of
the narrou island to view the eagerly atiaited ship >lith its supply of badly
needed food stuffs and other necessities.
After the excite~nt had subsided, preparations Nere commenced
for the copra loading operatilons. The older men and the women and children
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continued the non,lal Sunday routine and prepared for the church services
as usual.
The American flag was hoisted shortly after the ship was sighted.
Ehream ordered this done and castiGated tile responsible young man for not
being quicker at performing this duty •
.11.11 of the people \-lere ver: r hap_ ~.~ .:r..d excited at the imm:iBent
prospect of eat.ing "pilaua" (flour, bread~ ~:_.:.:. rice and s:rroking cigarettes
again.
The tvJO "iroij" ~d others informa1l3' discussed the quantity of
flour, rice, etc., to be ordered.
'i'he lIIroijll-magistrates and tte Health Aid put on their best clothes
,o1eaned and pressed khaki shirts and long khaki trousers ) in preparation for
:,leeting the i'ield Trip Officer and the ship' s Captain. The sailing canoe
"s made ready to take the official party out to ':the ship.
The "Torry" anchored at 12:00 and the group sailed out to it
.',Uowed closely by a second canoe loaded dmm .,ith eager pass!'ffiger~.
The copra loading and trade goods o!f)f-loading started almost
i.."'!1I!'.ediately and continued through the next day.
The "iroij" and others expressed their satisfaction at the arrival
of the ship well lii. thin the three month period of nonnal schedule. They
stated: "if the ship can be as reliable as this, every time from now on,
there will be no trouble.
'i'he follol-ling business was transacted:
Copra purchased by MIECO and trade goods sold to the Ujilall stores, 3/29/55
Descript5.on
Joanej' copra
Ebream copra
Unit Quantit.y Cost Total Cost tihsl. TotaJ. Amt.
Ibs. 30,479 ..045 l,371.56 296 bags
Ibs. 25,153 0' --' 1,131.89 214 bags• L~:;
55, 632 2,503.45 540 bags
Trade Goods
Flour, 102 bags
Rice, 5 bags
Sugar, 4 bags
Coffee, I case
Kerosene, 2 drums
Soap, 5 cases
1bs 5,100 .106 540.00
Ibs 500 .149 74.50
Ibs 240 .12 28.80
Ibs 40 1 •.31 52.40
gal 108 .595 64.26
box 720 .112 80.64
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Mackerel, Jap., 2 cases
Fishline, 10
Ci~arettes, 1 case
LMundry soap, 1 case
can 96
hank 10
pkg >00
bol' 60
.25
1.00
1.13
1.34
24.00
10.00
86.50
8.04
969.14
Prenous indebtedness to CIECO
Balance of indebtedness to
HIE~O - Ebream
Joanej
~1,011.68 - paid
215.43
235.84
$ Sll.21 - Bnpaid
Neither sailcloth, paint nor fishing equiJ'l1lent, except for a
._:J. c:.uantity of fish line were part of the manifest. A small quantity of
_:1 fish hooks were pur~;ased from the supercargo acting as a private
'dder am the Field Trip Officer from the "Torry" also traded some fish
. Joks for sea shells '-lith SOI"'.e cf the local people.
Vigorous complaints lIere rebiste:'eJ. by the Ujila1\ "iroij" and
others because of this lack of bad~v needed. :.tsns and requests for them
to be sent as soon as possible were again t~ae.
The MIECO representati'Te (s:'?ercarg;o) provided food for the lOcll
stevedores 'tVor1d.ng cargo aboard the lIL.i:, and states that this was his nomal
routine ,·!hen he made the field trips. He stated that he did not know
whether or not the alternate supercargo did likewise.
FolloHing the completion of re(',ular administrative field trip
business and the commercial operation, the ship got underway and departed
Ujilall at 1.15 P.B. on J1arch 29, 1955.
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1. Aile (n)
2. Alele (v )
3. Alleneall (n)
4. Anrllk (n)
5. Baraj (n)
6. Beru lip (n)
7 Bejrak (n),.
8. Bijl1ak (n)
, Buoj (n)
'-
Drep (n)
" Dri I~anap (n)_.....
-. 0 Dri Kapatat (n).....-.
13. Dri komat (n)
14. Dri lale (n)
IS. Ekk>lo1 (n)
16. Erer6ktok~ erllk (v)
17. En1an (n)
18. Ikari (n)
19. Ilarllk (n)
20. Imim (n)
21- Iroij (n)
22. Iu (n)
GLOSSARY
A species of reef fish
Tne 5urrounQ method of fishing, using palm fronds
The winter s€- ~n
A species o:? J~.-t: .... fish~,
A st:ecies. of l'Qef fish
Coconut crab
A species of reef fish (local name IIdrenall )
A species of sea fQlo11
A species of reef fish
A st:eeies of salt water eel (largest found)
A seer or saeres'S
Smokers
Church ~i.ders or leaders in the Protestant Clo·,,";;h
Church cor,rr.uttee members (lit. people »ho loci'
after, or supervise things)
Sennet made fron fibers of the coconut husks.
Beaching a C3r.oe (Allusion to welcome to the
,'c;' ··..,d)
0.," ..... ,;;:;.. ,
'"Jild var:i.et:I ,'2" of pandanus (generic .tenn)
A species of :eef fish
Trolling in the open sea outside the lagoon
A species of reef fish
Chief or king
The spongelike edible center of the interior of
the sprouted coconutj i.e., the buDe of the
sprout
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23. Jar (n. C: v.)
24. Jar in konwot (n)
2.5. Jar in leoTa (n)
26. Jar nan e116B. (n)
27. Jar in Honje (n)
~S. Jebta (n)
"0 Jilel (n)-, .
Jim (n)
".: . Jinai (n)
-.
32. Jo (n)
:;3. Joij (adj)
34. Jutaklule (n)
,- Kadrit·mtwul (v):J:; •
36. Kajur (n. & adj.)
37. Kamolo (n)
38. Kallal (n)
39. Kilik (n)
40. Kirin (n)
41. Koba Bajj6k (adj)
42. Kokkoj 6kj6k (v)
43. Kelaolap (n)
44. K6n6t (n)
To pray (v), church (n)
Monthly church services and business meeting
of the chUrch elders (dri komwot)
Church services held every Friday by the women
ouly
Church services and business meetin:;, held
regularly at the peginning of each month
C::.t:.rch services beld every ~;iednesday
Competitive church groups (Fr. English IIChapter ll )
Laree shell ~88~ for surlUTIoning people to
church, etc., by
l::J.owing into <i smal: hole bored into the end
Special small mats used in the process of sun-
drying coconut meat to make copra
A 3pecies of reef fish
A ~peci~; of reef fish
Small boyt 5 amusement of racing hane-made mod.:::~
~anoes
Commoner (n), strong (adj.), strength
A celebration or party
Species of t~ee (pisonia grandis)
Large basket Hoven out of coconut fronds for
general utility
Species of tree ,(1!esserschmidtia Argentia)
Institutior:31 -:or;mon-],.aw marriage (Lit. "just
together ll )
Trolling v~thll1 lagoon or close to ocean reef
Specie3 of reef fish
Species of tree (scaevola frutescens)
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45. Kuball (n)
46. Kumi (n)
47. Kur (n)
48. Kurlaj (n)
49. Kure (n)
50. Kwit (n)
51. Lik6r, Luk6r (n)
- Ilak (n)'(-.
Maklljk6j (n)
. , lie (n)
./. l1ejinwllr (n)
56. Mejuan (n)
57. Ilere (n)
.58. 1I0kwon (n)
59. Mole (n)
60. I!lln (n)
61. 110M in Kejemlok (n)
62. Rak (n)
63. Ranna (n)
64. Tu6i (n)
65. Turol\ (m)
S6. utot (n)
67. \'Iaini (n)
A species o:~ :'" I.:Z fish
G!'oup or team ;f:-o," the Japanese language)
A species of reef fish
A specie2 of reef fish
A species of reef fish
Octopus
The children's amusement of surfing, using
small "waist"boards.
A species of reef fish
A spej;ial type of festive food giving
Stone weir or fish trap
A species of bivalve similar to a small clam
A sPecies of breadfruit, seed.11d
A 5::>eci.23 of reef fish
A cish ;r ,'ca of prepared pandanus and grated
co",.onut ,,,Gat
A species of reef fish
A species of reef fish
A farew9~1 feaot (lio. food at the ending)
The s'UI't1IOOr se.ason
A species of reef fish
A species of reef fish (found in Kusaie)
Spear fishing
A species of reef fish
Ripe coc.,nut
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68. \,unamall (n) The variety of pandanus producing the best
textile ~~terials (fran the Je aves)
69. Wurin ni (n) D:iplcing coconut
70. Uut (n) Head garland ". "le i" woven fran le aves and
Uowers
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Ergebnisse
XL,- 1-304.
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STATION - UJELlc;iG, I:ARSHALL ISLJI.!mS - Position, latitude 90 46' N.
lonf,itude 1600 58' E. Altitude, 33 feet
r.!O!1th
;Air tem- ~elati~ -
pex;ature !humidity
; (OF.) :(percent)
I
Rainfall
---T-
\,ind
---,._----- ----
,
.-. l. ( . +" )
'2 maxJlllUJ'll fiU.IU.Ir.Wll.
2 Days with 0.01 inches or more rain.
3 Haximum fall during the 24 hours fran one r"orning observation to the next.
:n~1orities: Deutsch Uberseeische Meteorologische Beobachtungen
STATION _ JALUIT. l _ Position, latit' c ,,0 55' u., 10naitude 1690 38' E.
Altitude, 2:J2 fcc:~·
._---,-_._-------'--
---~
6,6
-
:) .. 7
5.8
6.8
6.3
6.0
6.6
6.:'.
5.e
5.9
6.6
6.5
.•.
6.",
---
5
7 a..m..
cl.Qud,
I amountI(0-10)
i
I
iii
m
'"._-
,lindAir tem-perature,
Of
1·1cnth
..
..
:a __""""~_--.--.-.---.--
..... :::t_g 1(1) to
I '" I l1' -:; i Prevailing direction
.." !l'
I ,LI~ I~
El I El .. +>," I .... .. ,~J ~ COlCl Q «! ~ ,j I \
'S I ~ ~ j ;1 I; ~ I II i Iii I I
Io<'\~1 Ell " e_ aI-fi I... ~ I I"", d..: !:'l II ~ i' I0:1 cd "U ................. S lr--lw 0"\ 0 r-4 C\J f""'\..::t
I ::i: ;=::' ~ r- ~- § .., C\J IN C\J : ....'" 1"'"\1""" rr'\ f'C'"'I" I 2 ~ CT\ IO"\! CT\i~ 0'\ CT\ ~ ~
-
-'--:'-+-1- , +_r-4 ! r-4 ; r-t r-t r-t r-I
. ...... ._- _. . . ..., ~
j Iii
,,-,mary---I 82 86 77 85 13.46 22 6.0 E INE 'NEINE NE NE NE NE NE i
"ebrUary--, G2 87 78 82 7,23 16 7.6 E i E NE NE NE E NE NE NE I
-,larch----- 83 88 78 81 10,22 20 6.GI E t E NE NE E NE NE 11E NE
Ar'ril-----1 82 87 78 83 14.42 23 7.61 SE ' E· NEE NE NE NE E I
)lay------- 82 87,77 83 11.'0':2 2~ I ;"~ISl;;: EIIl E E E E E ENE
June----- 82 87177 82 '1'::'2, ',5 2;' i 3,,5' SE , E, NE, NE E E NE E E
Juq------ 82,88;77 82 ,]!., •.:.3 2;' 3.3' SF;, 1':1 E! E E E E E E
August----' 82: 8S!77 81 "", .26 23 1.~ :C: :'l EI jo~ E ESE E E
September- 82,' 88177 80 12.~9 22: 2.1; :::1 E! E: 51-'1 E E'SE E E
October--- 84 90177 80 H,88 22 i 2.7, L: "I El EI SE SEI SE E E
November-- 821 88
1
77 81 115.78 21' 1.2; E I E, E! ~ SE EI I NE, E I
December-- 82. 87 77, 84,16.54 25 2.7! E I E: E: NEl SE E! E NEt E I
, i' 'I , I .! , 'I I I I Iii i ,-T-;-J-;---;-I-+,-t--+--
!Iean------I 82 88,77 1 82 -----' -- i 4l-T -, -l-~ - ,-l-~ - ---Total-----! --. --' -- i -- ~54.90 2671 __ _ , -_, _J -, ---Number of I-.~-~_____v--~ . ,.__---..-. jyears i 8 I 6 i 2 8; I !
lAll data secured from information based on 1 observation a day at 8 a.m.
~Barcmleter 20 1 above ground; thermometer 4.6' above ground.
J llean = (mean max. + mean min.) • 2.
4Number of days with .004 inch or more of rain.
Authori ty: South Seas Bureau
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